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The Editor’s View

I

can’t believe that the driving season
is back and MG 2006 is just around
the corner! It seems like time is flying faster than it ever has before, but
I’m going to try to slow it down a bit
here soon and see if I can enjoy some
summertime fun while it lasts. I hope
you can find the time to do that soon,
too.
We’ve got a great line up of articles for you in this issue and I’ve got
several more great articles waiting for
upcoming issues.
If you’ve sent me something and
haven’t seen it in print yet, don’t worry
– it won’t be much longer! I’d also
like to take this opportunity to ask
for some new submissions to keep the
good times rolling. If you wrote something, send it on! If there was a great
article in your local newsletter, talk the
author into submitting it for everyone
else to enjoy. It’s all part of helping
keep the Register the best it can be.
Going back to the topic of MG
2006, there is an update later in the issue. By the time you read this, the final
preparation meeting will have taken
place and everything should be set.
To stay current on the latest scheduling information and details, check the
convention website often at www.MG
2006.com.

The Inside Line

THE NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER

MGB Driver is the official publication of the North American MGB Register, a non-profit organization dedicated
to maintaining and expanding interest in Britain’s most popular sports car—the MGB.
The opinions expressed within are those of the individual authors and readers are warned that they attempt any
mechanical or other modifications described herein, entirely at their own risk.
Membership in the North American MGB Register is open to all, with no restrictions.
Ownership of an MG is not a condition of membership. NAMGBR Regional Chapters will be pleased to welcome
you to their events. Membership dues are $30 per year.
For membership details or further information write to:

Robert
Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver
Personally, I can’t begin to say
how much I’m looking forward to the
event myself. If it is anything like MG
’96 or MG 2001, then it is guaranteed
to be a blast! I know I, for one, am
looking forward to meeting Mr. Don
Hayter, chief designer of the object of
my obsession for the past 21 years, as
well as all my current and future MG
friends out there.
Keep safe on the drive out to
Gatlinburg or wherever else you’re
heading this summer and don’t forget
to take along your Membership & Service Recommendation List and while
you’re at it, a copy of the MGB Driver!

Robert
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Chairman’s Chat

Vice Chairman’s Notes

ave you got your route planned?
Of course, I’m talking about
your route to Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
for the All-MG Register convention
that takes place every five years – MG
2006! Hundreds of MGs of all ages and
conditions are gearing up to make the
trip to Gatlinburg. Drivers and navigators are planning their routes from
such diverse locations like California
and Maine to be a part of this all MG
gathering. The framework for my plan
has been in place for some time now.
Details have been studied and reviewed. Everything is set and in place.
We are ready to go!
If you are making the drive to
Gatlinburg, watch your mailbox for
one of the most exciting membership
benefits to be announced in a long
time. The North American MGB Register in cooperation with Hagerty Insurance is providing a 24-hour, 7-day
flatbed coverage to any and all MGBs,
MGB/GTs, Midgets, and 1100/1300
sedans making the trip to Gatlinburg.
This service offers a one-time response,
for anything that disables the vehicle
– flats, gas, lockout, or mechanical
difficulty, and Hagerty will pay for

only have a couple of items for this
issue of the MGB Driver.
First, I would like to give a big
welcome to our latest affiliated local
chapter, The MG Car Club - Florida,
Inc. The club was established in 1956
in Jacksonville as an M.G. Car Club
centre. It has since moved to Melbourne, Fla. The current president
is Ed Price and the man behind the
affiliation with the North American
MGB Register is Norman C. Ridgely.
The club’s members reside mainly in
east-central Florida and they sponsor
the annual “All-British Car Show” in
Titusville in September. I am told that
a large number of their members plan
to attend MG 2006 in Gatlinburg,
Tenn., this June.
The other item I want to bring up
is the response by the local chapters
to our request for updated information on your club. Many chapters that
were not in compliance have not only
gotten their NAMGBR membership up
to the minimum of eight, they have
surpassed it. I want to thank them for

H
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Bruce
Wyckoff

Chairman
NAMGBR
the first 50 miles of the towing, or the
first $50 for non-towed responses. Both
Hagerty Insurance and NAMGBR want
you to be a part of the biggest MG
event to happen in North America in
the last five years. Hopefully, we have
eliminated another excuse not to be a
part of MG 2006.
I hope that all MG owners have
a pleasant and memorable journey to
Gatlinburg. The members of NAMGBR
are some of the most enthusiastic and
fun loving MG owners around and I
am looking forward to meeting you.
See you there.
B Positive

Richard
Liddick
Vice chairman
NAMGBR
the effort they have put forth. However, some chapters have not responded
to our mailing. We have had others
that have been returned by the post
office due to bad addresses. Please
take the time, complete the forms, and
return them to our secretary. If you did
not receive a form, please contact me
and I will see that you get one. Remember, to receive the full benefits of
affiliation we need you to do your part
and keep your information current
and your NAMGBR membership at the
required levels.
Safety Fast!

Richard

Bruce
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From the Treasurer

From the Secretary

H

C

ommunication. A few days ago,
the vice chairman e-mailed
me because a friend of his had
e-mailed him concerning a Register
member who had commented in an
online chat group that his name was
misspelled on his membership card. I
couldn’t recall ever hearing from this
member so I immediately opened up
the database, changed the spelling of
the guys name and arranged to have a
new membership card printed with the
next batch.
Then it struck me. You know, if
the member had only contacted me
in the first place, this problem could
have been fixed two months ago. So let
me reiterate what we say in our letter
to every new member who joins: “If
you’re unhappy with what we are doing, PLEASE TELL US!”
If you have a problem with the
Register, let us know about it! You
can reach the Register office at 1-800NAMGBR1 (1-800-626-4271). I’m in
the club office and available most
weekday evenings between 6 and 10
p.m. central time, or you can email me
at mgbsecretary@octagonfarm.com.
Of course, communication is a
two way street. Lately I’ve had occasion to e-mail or phone a member,
only to have the e-mail bounce or the
phone number be disconnected. I do
try to keep the database as up to date
as possible, but sometime I just don’t
get informed of these changes. To help
fill in some of these holes, I am asking
everyone reading this article to e-mail
me. That’s right, E-MAIL ME! (Boy, I’m
probably going to regret this)
E-mailing me will ensure that
I have your correct e-mail. In the email, it doesn’t have to be long, please
include your membership number if
you have it or your first and last name
if you don’t. Also include the name of
the local MG or British car club you
belong to – only one, please. This latter
is very import to your local clubs, as it
helps to ensure that they are covered
by our liability insurance.



Jerome
Rosenberger
Secretary
NAMGBR
One last thing about e-mail. We’re
all concerned about spam these days.
We all get it. We all hate it! If you
e-mail me a question or send the information I’ve requested above, please
add my e-mail address to your address
book or tell your spam blocker that I’m
not a spammer and it is OK to let my
e-mail through. I find few things more
annoying than spending 10 minutes
answering a member’s question, only
to have the e-mail bounce because his
spam blocker rejects me. Yes, I may
send you an annual reminder that you
dues are due, but I promise the Register
will not send you any mail impugning your manhood and the Register
will NEVER sell any of your personal
information.
In closing, I will point out that
elections for this office, and the vice
chairman, are to be held in October.
I know that sounds like a long way
off, but if you’re interested in running
for secretary, and answering all this
e-mail I just opened myself up to, you
need to get your letter of intent to run
for the office in for the next issue.
Thanks for your help. Now get out
there and just try to flood my mailbox!

appy Spring from Eaton Rapids,
Mich.! The weather is a great 50
degrees and sunny. It’s almost
summer, and summer means MG driving, and fun.
After the Annual General Meeting in October, it was decided that the
treasurer would receive all payments
for dues directly. Dues previously were
sent to the secretary and then she/he
would record the items, deposit the
funds, and then forward the information to the treasurer.
The treasurer now records the payments (checks or credit cards) and forwards the information to the secretary
for updating the database and sending out the new member packets and
renewal cards. The deposits are sent
to the bank weekly and credit cards
are processed weekly. This speeds up
the membership processing and the
treasurer is able to keep control of all
financial items.
Two items for discussion: mailing
address and credit card processing.
1. We have a new mailing address for membership dues (NAMGBR,
PO Box 69, Eaton Rapids, MI 48827).
Please use this address for your membership dues. If you are mailing dues
to the old address in Kent, Ohio, processing can be delayed up to a month.
If your check has not cleared and
you don’t know why, there is a good
possibility it was mailed to the wrong
address. Don’t worry, it will eventually
get forwarded to the right place.
2. If you pay by credit card
through the website, here are a few
friendly reminders:

Susan M.
Deagan
Treasurer
NAMGBR
A. We only accept Mastercard and
Visa. Also, we do not accept PayPal.
B. Please use complete addresses.
Remember city, state and ZIP code.
C. Carefully enter your credit
card number and expiration date. If
the number is not correct, you will be
getting a phone call from me. If you
do not have a phone number on our
database, I will send you a letter in
the mail explaining there is a problem
with your credit card.
If you pay by credit card through
your renewal card, please make sure
your writing is legible on the card.
If you have any questions on
the above information, please do
not hesitate to drop me an email at
treas4namgbr@aol.com or call me at
517-663-6167.
I hope to see all of you in
Gatlinburg, Tenn., June 21 - June 25.
Come and join us at the Friday night
Meet & Greet for friendship and refreshments. It will be the time of your
life!
“The Navigator”

Susan

Jerome
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The MGB Registrar

A

Earn Your Degree in MGineering! Join over 1300 fellow MG enthusiasts
who are University Motor graduates at our 2006 Technical Seminars,
our 23rd in a series. February classes include two day seminars in
which you rebuild your own component: - MGA or T-Series Gearbox
rebuild, Carburetter Rebuild, Four Synchro Gearbox rebuild, Front
Suspension Rebuild. Two days seminars also include a sheet metal
class by Carl Heideman of Eclectic Motorworks (Holland, MI), and
the assembly of an XPEG engine (from individual parts to a running
engine in two days!). Three day seminars include the MG Mechanical
Seminar (service, lubrication, tuning, and repair of MGs); and an MGB
Restoration Seminar. No matter which MG model you own, we can help
train you for home service and restoration!
www. UniversityMotorsLtd.com
John H Twist, 0-101, Founding Chairman of NAMGBR.
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bit of a potpourri this issue. I’ll
start with a word on the current
prices of MGBs both here in the
States and in the U.K.
I received numerous e-mails and
messages following the sale of a 1980
Limited Edition MGB (GVVDJ2AG
50957) on eBay for $20,250! Admittedly it was an original low-mileage
example with just 52 miles on the
clock, all the bells and whistles, and
had never been titled.
However, the thought occurs, just
what would you do if you purchased
such a vehicle? Same with a pristine
1967 MGB roadster advised to me by
Rick Ingram and billed as the “world’s
finest survivor,” which fetched nearly
13 grand, also on eBay.
In regard to the LE, Max Heim (’66
MGB) wrote, “This is an example of
someone buying a ‘last of the marque’
car and storing it hoping to sell it for
big $$$ later on. However, a lot of
people had the same idea with 1980
MGBs and that didn’t really work out
to be such a hot investment. When you
take into consideration inflation and
storage costs, they may not even have
broken even. (Compare the price of a
new Miata, even the base model with
no options).
I, too, wonder what you would do
with such a purchase. It almost has
to stay a museum piece. If you drive
it, the value drops to that of a regular
MGB and it undoubtedly needs all new
rubber and hydraulics in order to be
safely driven, anyway. You might have
to put $2-3K into it in order to make it
a #1 0K driver, and that’s definitely not
a good investment. On the other hand,
it’s valuable for posterity to have such
pristine examples preserved, but it is
more an act of philanthropy than an
investment.
And Albert E. from California
wrote, “Everything they did to preserve
their investment probably cost them
an arm and a leg (storage space, etc.),
and even if they started the motor once
a week, and changed the oil, and kept
the tires inflated, and preserved the
rubber products that dissolve so easily,
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006
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MGB Registrar
all in all it must have been a royal
pain in the butt. And for what? A car
that if you wish to keep it as an investment of museum quality with 52 miles
on it will not be worth all that hassle,
in my humble opinion. If I’d bought it
and spent beau coups bucks to make
it safe to drive – that’s what I’d do
– DRIVE IT! After all that’s what they
were made for, weren’t they?”
Certain MGBs are “milestone”
examples, such as the very first one
(GHN3/L102), the Moss Motors halfmillionth MGB (GVVDJ2AG509313),
and the ex-Ford Museum MGB LE
(GVVDJ2AG523000), the very last to
leave the factory on Oct. 22, 1980, but
these are the exceptions rather than
the rule.
By the way, speaking of the halfmillionth MGB, what do you think the
Moss LE would be worth if offered for
sale with just 79 miles on the clock,
totally original? Featured in several
books and catalogs, with great provenance and meticulously maintained.
Go on, have a guess!
Returning to that 1967 MGB which
fetched $16K. If you take the current
(March 2006) exchange rate of $1.74
to one pound sterling, that equates
to less than £10,000, yet some recent
examples seen in the British classic
car magazines sell for much more (or
are at least being touted for more!).
Anything up to £8,000 to £10,000 for
a nice chrome bumper roadster, and
even the rubber bumper cars are creeping up there.
However the prime example of
runaway money must be the MGB
which featured in the TV series – “An
MG is Born.” A piece of garbage



bought for £1,100 was transformed into
a nice-looking runner at a cost of over
£100,000!
Of course, the Discovery channel
paid for the restoration, and I guess
that once the labor costs were factored
in it could well be that’s what it cost.
However, recently the car was being offered for sale, through the MG Owners
Club, for a knockdown £18 grand (over
$30,000)!
It would have been far cheaper
to use a Heritage shell, but then the
excitement of 12 weeks of seeing Mark
Evans bashing his knuckles, working
late nights, and drinking endless cups
of tea would have been curtailed, and
would have turned out to be not half as
exciting! If you’ve not yet seen the DVD
we’ll have it on show at MG 2006.
Opinions welcomed on the foregoing – what do you think?
Finally, a big thanks to all our
new registrants, each of whom

received one of my famous postcards
in appreciation. It’s worth registering
your MGB just to get one of these!

Gregg Hanks ............ 1963 MGB & 1973 MGB
Doug Cowgill . ..................................1966 MGB
Philip Fleschler.................................1969 MGB
Kathy & Mike McMahan.................. 1979 MGB
Bob Davis .........................................1979 MGB
Alan & Mary Nelson ................. 1979 MGB LE
Michel Perreault................................1979 MGB
Herman Goerl..............................1966 MGB/GT
Lonnie Caughman . .........................1963 MGB
Daniel Wood . .............................1970 MGB/GT
Mort Skoll ......................................... 1974 MGB
Jason Howell . ............................1971 MGB/GT
Bill Wingard . ..............................1971 MGB/GT
John Hunt ...................................1971 MGB/GT
Lawrence Sher...................................1977MGB
Michael Layman................................1968 MGB
John Fuller.................................1970 MGB (V8)
See you at MG 2006!

Marcham

MG 2006 Update
“A Driving Experience
in the Smokies”
By Rick Ingram
Executive Director, North American
Council of MG Registers

I

t’s that time again! The all-MG Register meet is just around the corner!
MG 2006 is almost here! Built on
the solid footing of “MG International
– Indy ’96” and the sturdy foundation
of “MG 2001 – An MG Odyssey,” this
gathering of MG enthusiasts and their
cars will be making Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
“the place to be” from June 21 through
the 25 of this year for “A Driving Experience in the Smokies”!
The North American Council of
MG Registers (made up of representatives of the MMM Register, the New
England MG-T Register, the North
American MGA Register, the North
American MGB Register, and the
American MGC Register) sponsors this
meet once every five years. This conclave of the “sports car that America
loved first” provides an opportunity
to see a multitude of examples of the
marque that are rarely assembled
together on one show field!
There will be many special guests
at MG 2006, and the Council welcomes
to this event Don Hayter, chief design
engineer of the MGB; Ken Costello,
“Father of the MGB V8,” and Roger
Williams, MG author and enthusiast.
NAMGAR has also arranged for
some very significant MGAs to be in
Gatlinburg, among them being EX182,
a 1957 Sebring racer, 1961 and 1962
Sebring Coupes, UMO93 (the Works
Twin Cam), the Olthoff Twincam,

and the 100,000th MGA built (and
featured at the New York Auto Show
of 1962). The gauntlet has also been
thrown and a challenge made between
the MMM and NEMGT Registers to
bring out any and all Airline Coupes!
The East Tennessee MG Drivers
Club has been assisting the Council in
the planning of the week’s activities
and will be making many recommendations of self-guided tours to areas
such as Clingmans’ Dome, Cades
Cove, the Tail of the Dragon, and other
exhilarating drives for you to enjoy
during your stay in Gatlinburg.
Tech sessions and meet-n-greets
will be held on Thursday and Saturday. A welcome barbecue is being held
on Wednesday night, and a “Register
Night” will be on Friday, giving people
a chance to mingle and meet members
and officers of their specific MG Register. The car show/display is happening
on Friday at nearby “on Cosby.” This
is a popular vote car show, with each
Register having specific classes for their
respective model of MG. NAMGBR will
have Concours judging for cars that
fall within their guidelines. Photo,
model, and craft competitions will also
be held, as will valve cover racing.
Registration for MG 2006 is done
online. You can register for the event,
order regalia, reserve banquet tickets,
and find your hotel room, all from the
convenience of your computer! You
can add items and/or change orders
through the website as well.
MG 2006 is another event that
enthusiasts will be talking about long
after the last MG has left Gatlinburg.
Don’t be left out! I encourage you to
visit www.MG 2006.com and register
for this meet today!

To all the members who poured out their appreciation and praise for our March-April
MGB Driver color issue . . . Thank you! We hear you, and if we all help expand the
membership and advertisers, we’ll be able to print color year round.

10
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Denise’s Big Day

The official Field
Meet truck led us
onto the track. Denise loved it already,
and I was smiling,
too. We drove to the
start area, and Scott
walked down to the
truck and borrowed
helmets for us. I had
never worn a helmet
before. I put it on,
found I could still fit
in the car, and was
ready to go.
The course was
Denise is more than an MG 1100, it’s a racing work of art.
in two sections, the
first curving off to
By Herberta Gray
the left with three slalom cones and an
end cone. Then, we were to come back,
t NAMGBR’s MG 2005 banquet
make a sharp left onto straight track
in Olympia last summer, I sat
with four or five slalom cones plus the
next to a woman named Jenend cone to go around. After driving
nifer. With dancing eyes, she talked
the slalom cones again, it was flat out
about slalom racing. It was the first
time I had ever heard about it. Jennifer to the finish.
I had watched pretty carefully
was going to drive the slalom at the
All-British Field Meet in Portland, Ore., the day before, and I knew it didn’t
matter which way a car went around
over the Labor Day weekend. I would
the cones. I had studied and decided
be going to Portland, too, with my
which of the possible routes would be
1100 group, and I hoped to get to see
the shortest. I asked my coach which
her there.
gears I should use. He pointed ahead.
In Portland, I watched Saturday’s
“When you get up to there, you should
slalom racing. At the evening barbecue, I told my friends that I might try it probably shift out of first.”
“What? I thought I would be in
myself on Sunday. A great cheer arose
third
by then.”
from our table. One member of our
“Oh, no. You won’t shift into third
group, Scott, who is an experienced
until the straightaway at the end.”
driver, said he would coach me. My
Oh, my goodness. In general, I try
“might try it” disappeared. I was going
to
drive
my cars gently. I was going to
to race, and would do it in my newly
have to readjust.
restored MG1100, “Denise.”
We were up to the starting line.
Sunday, Scott showed me where
I watched to the right for the flag to
to sign up, and then rode with me
come down, and we were off! Scott
over to the staging area by the track.
didn’t know I had learned the course.
Denise got her wheels checked and her
He said, “Left!” and meant put the
number written onto her windscreen
cone on my left. I thought he meant
– 306. The cars lined up. Our group of
turn to the left. I tried to do what
10 included a Lotus with fluorescent
he said, but I also knew I had to get
bumpers, a new MINI, an MGB, an
around the cones somehow. I spent a
original Mini, a bright yellow 2005
Lotus, a Range Rover, some others, and little time on the grass near the first
end cone, but I got around everything
Denise.
and was not disqualified.

A

12
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Denise’s Big Day

The crowd cheered as Denise
whipped through the last set of cones.
Then I saw the straightaway track and
took off. I was finally getting to zoom
along, and Coach said, “OK, Herberta,

14
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Wine, Cheese, & Beer Tour 2005
Photo Provided by John schroeder

Herberta Gray at MG 2005 in Olympia, Wash.

you can relax. That was the finish line
back there.”
My first run time was 93 seconds.
In the second run, I took 15 seconds
off of that. By the third, I had learned
what to do. Denise loved it, squeaking
her tires in joy. The crowd cheered even
louder. I dropped 5 more seconds, and
the whole time I never knocked over a
cone.
When our cars were led off of the
track, we passed the day’s second
group of racers, lined up and waiting.
As we exited past them wearing our
huge smiles, there, in one of the waiting cars, was Jennifer, who got me into
this in the first place.
Later, I found out that my friends
had been all around the track taking
pictures. The cheers were from the
regular crowd, and Denise on her last
run had gotten the loudest cheer of
anybody.
Everything about the race was so
much fun. I asked my friends if I could
hurt my car doing that. They said no.
I came home and bought myself a
helmet.

By John Schroeder
Chicagoland MG Club

L

et me preface this by stating up
front, for my own protection just in
case my family reads this article,
that except for the summer when we
were married, the months when our
three children were born, and the two
summers when our oldest two children were married, this past summer
was the best ever. Ann and I drove to
MG 2005 in July, we drove to Grand
Rapids, Mich., for the University Motors Summer Party in August, and we
organized the first Chicagoland MG
Club Wine, Cheese, and Beer Tour. I
drove just over 10,000 miles this year
in my MG, most of it with Ann.
On Sept. 17, 28 members of the
Chicagoland MG Club met at the
Belvidere, Ill., oasis to begin a cruise
through southwestern Wisconsin for
a sampling of scenic roads, food, and
beverages. We started with 11 MGs
and three later-model cars which filled
in for MGs in various states of restoration. The couples in these three cars
performed a valuable service hauling
home our bulky liquid and solid treasures. The weather couldn’t have been
better for an excursion.
We left the highway to enjoy the
open roads of north central Illinois
and Wisconsin. We passed Blackhawk
raceway near Rockton, Ill., before
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

From left, clockwise; Kim and Diane
Tonry, Bill and Sally Hedrick, Amy
Mehaffey, John and Ann Schroeder,
Diana and Oscar Gonzales, Pat and
Bob Simon, Jake and Ann Snyder,
Sue and Ralph Arata.

crossing into Wisconsin. We
drive through Orfordville, toward
Brodhead where we picked up
Wisconsin 104. This road appears to go arrow-straight north,
except for one little S turn where it
goes around a quarry. This curve
caught me off guard not once, but
twice, but the MG held its ground
as we flew through the turns (at
the speed limit, of course). We continued north and west through Belleville,
where we made our first stop for necessities and regrouping.
After a break, we drove through
Mount Vernon, which welcomes visitors with a large carved bear. We traveled through the traffic circle in Mount
Horeb before cruising the Sugar River
water district to Black Earth. These
beautiful roads skirted rivers and we
cruised through rolling hills; really fun
driving.
Our first destination for the day
was the Wollersheim Winery near
Sauk City, Wisc. The winery does not
host group tours on weekends, but
some of our group joined the regular
tour. One couple’s daughter, a student
at UW-Madison, joined us here. We
had a picnic lunch in the wine garden,
and then headed for the tasting area.
After tasting some of their wines we
made our first contributions to the local economy and the support cars.
Our next stop was the Cedar Grove
Cheese factory where we sampled some
of the products and stocked our coolers
with fresh cheese. Time to head for our
hotel in Madison. We arrived at the
hotel at almost the same time our 15th
couple arrived on their Harley. We all
checked in and got settled, and rested
for a short time before heading out to a
nearby brew-pub for dinner.
There were now 31 caravanning
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Wine, Cheese, and Beer Tour 2005
Photo Provided by John Schroeder

Standing, from left; Jake & Ann Snyder, Diana & Oscar Gonzales, Ann & John Schroeder,
Diane Tonry (Kim with cameras), Debbie & Geoff Morris, Amy & Russ Mehaffey, Bill &
Sally Hedrick. Seated: Ralph & Sue Arata, Pat & Bob Simon, Reinout & Henneke Vogt, Liz
La Fond (Steve taking photos), Bill Mennell, Glynis & Wade Keene
to dinner at JT Whitney’s Brewery.
The short trip from the hotel was not
totally uneventful. I had not tried the
route before we all drove over, and
by mistake we turned into the wrong
parking lot. There were two ways to
get into the proper lot, go around the
corner to the right and back the way
we came to the right entrance, or turn
left out of one lot into the other. The
problem with the second choice was we
would be going the wrong way on the
street for about a car length.
Of course, most of us chose the
shorter route. I was not driving at this
point but after much chiding, Bill
Hedrick decided my new nickname
was “Wrong Way” Schroeder. Since Bill
rarely misses a chance to get me, I just
ignored him as usual. We enjoyed an
excellent dinner and decided to purchase some growlers of the pub’s beers
to take back to the hotel. We sat in the
parking lot and enjoyed our treasures
of the day before turning in. I like to
think this was the first MG parking lot
party this hotel had ever hosted.
The next morning we had breakfast, packed up, and posed for a group
picture. The weather promised to be
perfect. I was surprised how quickly
we left Madison behind and rolled into
farmland. Our next stop was for gas
in Verona. Those needed to fill up did,
while the rest of us talked about the
trip so far. We headed south toward
our final destination. A few blocks
south, I looked in the mirror at the
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wrong time and missed our turn. I
looked down the road as I passed and
thought that is where I think I am supposed to be. We drove about a block
further where we did a brief autocross
or Shriner’s Circle in the middle of the
street. There was no sign for the route
as we went back so we did another
U-turn to get back on track. I think the
“Wrong Way” moniker may now stick.
After we got back on course we
drove to the New Glarus Brewery.
They have a self-guided tour of the
brewery so we picked up our players
and proceeded on a leisurely tour of
the facility. At the end was a tasting
room where we sampled the three
beers that were being served that day.
We then proceeded to the sales room
where we did our best to fill up our
support vehicles with some really fine
beers. We drove across the highway
into the town of New Glarus, known
as “America’s Little Switzerland”
where we had reservations for lunch
at the New Glarus Hotel. We gathered
around the table for an excellent Swiss
meal served by ladies wearing authentic Swiss outfits. After lunch we went
shopping around the town. Ann and I
tried the bakery first and ended up in
a resale shop, as did most of our group.
As we dined we all decided we had
a charmed weekend, with no breakdowns or car problems and perfect
weather. Next year will be the club’s
second of many annual Wine, Cheese,
and Beer Tours.
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The Ages of a Car
and perhaps cosmetically
sound. By the time this third
or fourth owner is done with
it, the model is sufficiently
old that an enthusiast base
First Age
Second Age
Third Age
has developed. At the end
of its Third Age, the car gets
crushed . . . or, if it’s lucky, an
enthusiast finds it and the car
is granted a Fourth Age.
Who are these enthusiasts? The base grew out of
the last group of Third Age
owners, the group who just
really liked and cared for the
car. Maybe there are some
ex-college kid owners in there
as well, now that they have
By Phil Smith
careers and find they have the money
Hammer & Tongs Registrar
and perhaps time to take care of a
car they enjoyed earlier in their lives.
ust as there are Ages of Man, there
Other enthusiasts join in, the oft-reare Ages of a Car. Probably it hapferred-to group who wished they could
pens with any car, but I think it
have had that car but were not in a
is more likely to happen with a car of
position to do so in an earlier Age.
some special interest, such as a sports
In the car’s Fourth Age, this first
car like the MGB.
category of enthusiasts restores them,
In the beginning, it’s a shiny
but not to show standards. The cars are
new piece of automotive machinery,
used as drivers, as tour cars, as weekcurrent in its technology and factory
end cars, as “go to Twist’s and enjoy
fresh; it is in its First Age. The first
the parking lot party” cars, and some
owner has the satisfaction of having
sporting use. Coolers are chosen based
that new car, but after a while grows
on their ability to fit into the boot. The
tired of it, and hankers after another
cars start to show up in vintage racing
new shiny car.
rather than the regular races. People
In its Second Age, the car is traded
who drive them a lot are regarded as a
or sold, and a second owner finds a
little different. Pleasant, but different.
good deal on a nice car since the first
Some of these are nice, some are ratty,
owner took the depreciation hit. The
some are stock, some are modified,
second owner is the person who really
but all are cared for. The cars, that is.
uses the car, and by the time the car is
Probably also the people.
sold again, it is becoming an old used
A fourth group of enthusiasts
car.
eventually joins in, those people who
In its Third Age, it gets sold to a
see the enthusiast really enjoying
college kid who thrashes it or a guy in
the automobile and want to join the
his 40s who uses it for sunny Sunday
fun. When it comes to MGs, this is
drives after Mr. Scheib’s boys stuff
the group who falls in love with their
plastic in the sills. A few are owned by
LBC (Little British Car); hence we’ll
dedicated owners who continue to use
call that group the LBC Enthusiasts.
and love them, taking proper care of a
The emergence of the LBC Enthusiasts
nice piece of machinery. These owners
defines the Fifth Age of the car.
revel in the knowledge that while their
In its Fifth Age, the car gets its
machine is not new, it is mechanically

J
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The Ages of a Car
proper restoration, a return to factory standards. At this point in its life,
the car has long been technologically
surpassed, and so it is natural that
many of these cars become the third
or fourth car in the garage – a car to
have just because the model is appreciated. In keeping with the car’s literal
renewal, it is regularly washed and
waxed, and while it may be driven
frequently, it is not abused in any
sense. In its Fifth Age, a car like the
MGB risks losing its identity as a sports
car. It is still of course a sporty car, but
the car is now a toy in the garage. The
owners are mainstream America in
their appreciation of life’s accessories,
but when it comes to those who own
MGs, they are definitely a group apart.
So where are we? I became
interested in MGs in the late ’80s.
That seems to have been the transition of Third Age into Fourth Age for
the MGB. Through the ’90s, most of
the MGBs I saw were clearly Fourth
Age cars; but in the latter half of the
decade, Fifth Age cars become increasingly common .... and the MGB ceased
to be a cheap sports car! Even two
years ago when I first came to Hous-
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Fifth Age

ton, there were still Fourth Age MGBs
in the parking garages. They’re gone
now. An informal poll of the other
registrars and officers of NAMGBR
leads me to believe this is universal in
this country. (Although I must say that
the response rate to my poll was rather
low!)
So here we are in the 21st Century,
and the MGB is, by and large, seemingly in its Fifth Age. There are still
many of us Octagonal Luddites stuck
in the Fourth Age, and Third Age
cars have all but disappeared. One
well-known personality in the British
car world has referred to ownership
of an old British car as an essential
accessory to a traditional lifestyle. In
its Fifth Age, the MGB has certainly
shown itself to be a mature player in
this regard. What will be the Sixth Age
of the MGB?
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British Car Sounds

Author’s Note: Like many of my projects
these days, I let this story languish! I
started this article after attending a show
sponsored by the Washington DC MG Club
on June 16, 2002. — DJD

By Dan DiBiase

I

picked out a nice spot along a fence
on Rifle Ford Road, watching the
cars leaving the British Car Day
at Smokey Glen Farm in Gaithersburg, Md. The day was perfect – low
70s, puffy clouds overhead, and little
humidity. The spot I chose was about 6
feet above the road level, at the top of
a small rise, about a quarter mile from
where the cars exiting the show turn
onto the road. Most of the cars seemed
to shift into fourth gear just where I
was, so I had the opportunity to hear
the cars winding out in second and
third as the came up the incline. Wow!
The sounds combined with the smell of
Castrol were intoxicating!
I’ve been trying to get to shows
early or stay late, to see the cars on the
move. This is really the point of them,
right? There were a number of trailers in the parking lot, and some of the
cars that came up the hill turned left
into the parking lot, to be loaded on
their trailers, I suppose. But there were
plenty of expensive-looking E-types
burbling their way up the hill and past
the entrance to the “trailer park.”
The sounds. While there are slight
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

variances due to exhaust systems,
you can definitely pick out the unique
characteristics of each car. It’s kind
of like buying a house: You look past
the decor and furniture to figure out
the house’s essential character. It’s the
same with our British cars: Once you
get past differences in carburetion,
engine tuning, and exhaust, an MGB
always has the underlying refined
burble to it. Although at times they
can sound flatulent (like the GM V6
or the “fart cans” the kids put on their
sport-compacts these days) and although they all sound a little different,
I bet I can pick out the British sound
if I were blindfolded and listening to a
stream of cars roll by. There is something unique about the British sports
car sound. My neighbor has an Alfa
Romeo Spider and it doesn’t sound British in the least.
As a contrast, several examples
of expensive modern cars also rolled
by. The Porsche 911 sounded very
whirry, all fan noise and rattle, while
the newer Jaguars kind of whished by,
although the XJ sedans still had that
undercurrent of low burble, just buried
under all of the ancillaries, I suspect.
The Corvettes rumbled by, but again,
compared to the V8 in the Daimler
SP250 ‘Dart’ – no comparison. Again,
I suspect ancillaries and too much
muffling in the Corvette! The new
MINI immediately following two “old”
Minis was an interesting juxtaposition
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British Car Sounds
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Here is a little summary of the sounds
made by the cars I heard:
Triumph TR6: Throaty ripping – Look out, here I
come!
MGB: Refined burble
Daimler SP250 ‘Dart’: Serious V8 burble but
not American-V8-sounding
Austin Healey - 6-cylinder: Throaty, lowpitched rumble
Jaguar - twin-cam 6 cylinder: Low, expensive-sounding burble, a little louder when installed in an
E-Type but still noticeable in late-model sedans.
Aston Martin DB5: Smooth, refined rumble
MG-T: Rorty - whatever that means, but it describes
the sound perfectly!
Mini (classic): High-pitched rasp
MINI (new): Hushed
Triumph GT6: Smooth rasping
Sunbeam Tiger: American V8 rumble
Triumph TR3: Excited ripping
Any British car, parked: Drip, drip, drip….
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Strange Tales

from Bob & Maries’ Garage

had an internal problem and would
have to be sent in for servicing.
After crawling about under the
dashboard (Marie did this) and undoing the tachometer fixing brackets,
By Bob & Marie Sherman
we partially withdrew the tachometer
Canadian Classic 7
from the dashboard. We then noted
& Willamette MG clubs
that the ring terminal on the terminal connecting the tachometer to the
ur last chapter saw that a fuel
distributor was “just slightly” loose.
system problem was diagnosed
Not “jiggely loose,” but loose enough to
and the problem found to be
turn a bit. This tachometer is an intethe result of an insect that had settled
gral part of the ignition circuit. A loose
into the needle and seat of the front
wire could, in theory, cause cutting out
carburetor, causing fuel flooding.
under load.
This chapter finds
We tightened the
the roadster cruising
nut
securing
the wire
about the countryside,
connector.
At
the same
rebuilt motor installed,
time,
we
turned
the
in a continuing effort
tach
so
that
the
“red
to seat the rings. After
line” of 6,200 rpm was
1,000 miles or so, we ocat the 12 o’clock posicasionally took the RPMs
tion, making it easier to
into the higher ranges to
read whilst running a
see how the new perforslalom course. Reinstallmance parts would work.
ing the tach (Marie also
A familiar problem
did this), it was time
began to appear, off and
for a test drive up the
on, as so many vexing
famous “Laurel Hill,”
problems are wont to
Tachometer 1977 MG Spec car south of Hillsboro, Ore.
do. In the higher RPMs,
We like Laurel Hill
there would be ocbecause,
driving
westbound
toward
casional “cutting out.” This problem
Gaston,
one
encounters
a
long
uphad been around prior to the engine
hill
grade
that,
in
third
gear,
puts
a
rebuild. Various efforts had been
healthy
extended
load
on
the
motor
undertaken to cure it. All of the usual
– perfect for diagnosing “under load”
suspects had been dealt with, includperformance problems. Plus it is quite
ing fuel filters, sparking plugs, ignition
scenic for a short “hood down” tour.
wires, distributor, etc. After trial runs
(I have no suggestions as to routes for
we thought it was fixed, but eventually
those in the midwest.)
the problem would crop up again.
The hill was conquered with no
This time, we added a new symphigh
speed “cutting out” whatsoever.
tom to the cutting out. The tachomRemembering
the problem was intereter needle would not go as high as it
mittent,
we
were
still not 100 percent
should, given higher audible RPMs on
sure
the
problem
was solved. However,
acceleration. Additionally, at cruiswe
are
now
happy
to report that, thouing speeds, the needle would bounce
sands
of
miles
later,
that indeed the
around occasionally. Our roadster is
lose
tachometer
wire
caused the highfitted with a non-standard tachometer,
speed
miss.
This
may
be an unusual
so we reviewed the troubleshooting
problem,
but
that’s
what
“Strange
procedure furnished with the instruTales”
are
all
about.
Perhaps
some day
ment. All seemed in order. We were
you
may
find
this
story
helpful.
thinking that perhaps the tachometer

Chapter One:
Getting The Bugs Out

O

Original MGB by anders ditlev cl ausager; Photo by john colley

of sounds. What a difference! Whereas
the “old” Minis emitted a high-pitched
rasp, the new MINI made absolutely
no sound – nothing made it stand out
at all. Very disappointing! Do they
have a freer-flowing exhaust on the
very extensive option list?
Just as there is a difference in “reputation” between the MG and the Triumph, there is a marked difference in
sound. As you’re probably aware, the
MGB is considered “refined” whereas
the Triumph is considered “racy” – the
connotation seems to be that the MGB
is slower but well built and roomier,
while the Triumph is faster but lighter
and leaves parts in its wake! (I don’t
truly know or care; I love ’em both).
From a sound perspective, the
MGB tends to have a lower, more
refined rumble, to my ear, while the
Triumph engine note is one of slightly
more excitement and rasping, a “hurry
up, let’s get going” type of demeanor
– Tally-ho! The MGB seems to be saying, “whenever you’re ready, I’ll be
here.” More of a stiff-upper-lip....
I always liked British 6-cylinder
engines, typified by the Big Healey
and the TR-6. They have a sound all
their own – stately, refined, yet with
that throaty rumble that indicates

they are just loafing along but they’ll
be there when you need ’em. The BMW
6-cylinder in my cousin’s 535i makes
a similar sound but seems more in
control – more efficient, cool, not quite
as fun-loving, perhaps. And no gear
whine in the Bimmer, either . . .
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Midget Tech

Measuring Nothing
By Steve Olson
Kansas City MG Car Club

A

while back I wrote a piece about
using a vacuum gauge to set
the ignition timing. At least one
person read it and wanted to know
what else this simple and inexpensive
device was good for. I admit up front
that my vacuum gauge had been gathering dust in my garage for about 25
years until I used it to set the timing,
so I may not be the world’s foremost
expert. But that won’t stop me from
sharing my limited knowledge and
experience.
In the early
1950s, a family
friend drove a Ford
flathead V8 and
claimed to get gas
mileage far above
what everyone else
was getting. He
had a big vacuum
gauge bolted right in the middle of the
dashboard and he looked to it to decide when to change gears or ease off
on the gas pedal. His gauge, like mine
today, had color coded ranges labeled
“POWER, DRIVING, IDLE, and COASTING.” He attempted to keep the needle
in the upper end of the DRIVING
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range as much of the time as possible
(10-18 inches of mercury). Starting
from rest was about the only time he
let the needle dip into the 5-10 POWER
range and then he eased up on the gas
pedal as soon as possible. Of course all
this helped him avoid jackrabbit starts
and engine lugging and it did allow
him to get fantastic mileage. I think he
was claiming a consistent 20 in town
while the rest of us were lucky to get 15
on the highway.
Since most of us enjoy more
spirited driving and are less concerned
with fuel economy, I won’t recommend
using a vacuum gauge in this way on
our little sporty cars; but one can be
used to provide an indication of how
efficiently our engine is running at a
given moment.
Our internal combustion engines
are basically pumping machines. We
port and polish the heads, upgrade
air filters, install bigger carbs, replace
restrictive exhaust systems, etc., all to
let the engine breathe more easily.
Adding more fuel is easy but getting more air in and out takes work.
Vacuum gauges are attached to the
intake manifold downstream from the
carbs. In order for a carb to function it
must provide some restriction so that
fuel is sucked from the jet and mixed
with the incoming air.
So, whenever the engine is running it wants more air than it is get-
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Midget Tech

Steve and Carol on their way cross-country to MG 2005 in Olympia, Wash.
Please email me to arrange payment.
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The Wire Wheel and Knock-Off
i m a g es & p h o t o s p r o v i ded b y n o r m a n n o c k .

ting, and we measure the difference
as vacuum. If you step on the gas with
the engine RPMs low there will be very
little vacuum until the engine can
catch up. If you let off the gas pedal
when coasting downhill the engine
will still be pumping a lot of air but
with the throttle plate closing off most
of the carb the vacuum created will be
quite high. Between these two extremes is where we usually drive.
Our engines at idle will generate in the neighborhood of 20 inches
of mercury on the vacuum gauge. (If
your car has a big cam with lots of
overlap your number will be far lower.)
Changing the ignition timing or the
fuel/air ratio will have an effect of how
well the engine runs and how much
air it will try to ingest. Since more air
flow is good, we would like to make
changes that raised the vacuum. As
long as we only change one thing at a
time and don’t touch the idle speed adjusting screws, the vacuum gauge gives
us a way to measure our progress. It
was often used back in the olden days
when American cars lacked tachometers and even sports cars lacked tachs
that were sensitive enough to show the
slight changes in idle speed that tuning changes made.
Of course the problem is that just
because an engine is tuned to opti-

mum at idle doesn’t mean it will run
well under changing load, rpm, temperature, and altitude conditions. That
is why there were different distributor
advances, carb jets, carb needles, etc,
even before pollution restrictions were
thought about. And that is why modern car engines use oxygen sensors in
the exhaust and several other inputs
to the onboard computer to adjust the
tuning of the engine several times
each second.
In general, I would say we can
use a vacuum gauge at idle to adjust
the ignition timing to maximize the
vacuum and then retard it just a few
degrees. Then try the fuel mixture
adjustment slightly leaner and richer
and see if either raises the vacuum
slightly. Then set it slightly richer than
it was at maximum vacuum and take
a test drive. Be aware that even if you
like the throttle response and find that
the engine doesn’t ping excessively you
may not have the best settings for lowest emissions.
A simple $5 vacuum gauge can’t
achieve the same results as modern on-board engine management
computers or hours of dynamometer
testing with sensitive fuel/air analysis;
but if you like to tinker with engine
tuning just for the fun of it, one of
these simple devices can keep a person
entertained for hours. Heck, just using
lung power I can manage to register a
20.

By Norman Nock
British Car Specialists

T

he Rudge-Whitworth detachable
wire wheel is described as follows:
the drawing shows a section of
a wheel in place on its inner hub – A
is the inner hub, B is the detachable
shell, and C is the lock nut. It is only
necessary to put letters to these three
parts because they are the only three
parts that belong to the device.
An examination of the drawing
will show that the detachable shell
B engages with the inner hub A by
means of very long and numerous
small flutes or serrations, giving a driving area of well over twice as much as
in the earlier pattern wheels.
At the inner end the hub shell is
supported on the inner hub by a cone
seating of 60-degree angle, the area of
which is 25 percent greater than the
earlier pattern.
At the outer end is the lock nut C
which engages by means of its thread
with the outside of the inner hub and
by means of an internal cone seating with the outside of the detachable
wheel shell B. It will be noticed that
there is nothing else that touches the
lock nut, and it will also be observed
that the detachable wheel shell and
the inner hub shell cannot rotate in
relation to each other because of the
fine engaging flutes or serrations.
It is obvious that when one article
fits outside another it must be larger
than the inner article, except in the
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

purely mathematical cases where the
two articles are the same size, which in
practice is of course impossible.
Now when two such articles are revolved and kept in frictional contact, it
can be proved that the outer and larger
article revolves appreciably slower
than the inner one can therefore lags
behind. This can easily be demonstrated, of course, on an exaggerated
scale by a walking stick and a serviette
ring, or a lead pencil and a wedding
or other symmetrically balanced ring.
It will be observed that the lock nut
is exterior both to the inner hub and
the shell of the detachable wheel, and
consequently it will tend to lag behind
both, which is the same thing as revolving slowly in the direction opposite
to that in which the wheel revolves.
By selecting the threads in the proper
direction, this double tendency is
utilized to make the wheel when once
screwed up stay in its place. That is the
principle involved in the new RudgeWhitworth detachable wire wheel.
The knock-off is always threaded
in the opposite direction to the rotation of the wheel. If the hubs and
wheels splines are in good condition,
the knock-off will tighten itself while
in forward motion. If your car is towed
backwards the wheel could come loose.
On Aug. 5, 1969, the following
Technical Service Bulletin was issued
to dealers by British Leyland Motors
concerning wire wheels on sports cars:
To ensure that wire wheels do not
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The Wire Wheel and Knock-Off

If ever your wire comes off while
driving, it will cause damage to your
fender and other objects it hits.
When the hub and wheel splines
get worn there is usually a clunk at
low speeds going on and off the gas
pedal and after a stop there is that
clunk again just as you move away.
The word “clunk” is a very good
description of the sound made by a
worn wire wheel hub or wheel splines,
but there’s no such word in Webster’s.
The closest word is “clink”, but “clink”
does not have the right feel to it when
spoken.
Damage to the wheel and hub
splines is usually caused by drivers
who do not know a problem can develop until one day they have a flat tire
and discover that they cannot remove
the wheel due to rust. Many service
stations have removed a flat tire from
the rim with the wheel still on the car
as they couldn’t remove the wheel.
When the British sports car was
a common sight on the road in the
1960s, this was the time when deterioration from neglect was taking place.
Inspection of the spokes, where they go
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into the hub, would show rust coming from the hole; but drivers would
not spend the money to have all four
wheels removed and hubs and splines
cleaned with a strong wire brush and
solvent. Forty years later you are now
the owner of these rusted, deteriorated,
neglected hubs and wheels. You could
be one of the unfortunate drivers who
will have a wheel fall off unless you inspect them very carefully and replace
all worn parts.
If, due to wear, the wheel moves on
the hub every time you apply a load
via the brakes or engine, and you hear
the proverbial “clunk,” now is the time
to inspect them. Don’t just use a bigger
hammer to knock them on tighter. If
you do, you will strip the threads on
the knock-offs and the wheel will fall
off anyway! Instead, remove a wheel
and clean the splines on the inside
of the wheel. Now clean the splines
on the hub which bolted to the brake
drum. Use a strong wire brush and
solvent and clean them until you are
down to shiny metal.
Now you are ready to inspect the
splines. Each individual spline should
have a “flat spot” on the top (see
diagram). If the flat spot is gone and
you have a knife edge, the hub and/or
the wheel will need replacing. Check
the edge of the splines with the side of
your thumb. If the splines are sharp
they need replacing now! Wear will
show itself in the center of the splines
and then one day you’ll need your
brakes for an emergency stop. The
brake drum will stop, but the wheel
will slip on the hub and the car will
pull to the left or right.
Your imagination will tell you the
consequences.
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Windshield Wiper Park Reversal

Do your wipers park to the left ... or to the right? You can change that if you’d like!
2

1

Start disassembly by removing the circlip.
3

Photos Provided by john mangles

Wire wheel inspection

i m a g e p r o v i ded b y n o r m a n n o c k .

become loose on their
hubs the following procedure must be adopted
every time the wheels
are removed and at predelivery inspection and
1,000 mile service and
as recommended in the
Owners Manual.
1) Check that the
splines, threads, and tapers are clean
and free from foreign matter.
2) The splines, threads, and tapers
on the wheels, hubs, and retaining
nuts should be lightly coated with
grease.
3) The wheels should be slid on the
hubs and pushed fully home while the
nuts are screwed on by hand until the
wheels are felt to seat on the taper.
4) Finally, the nuts are tightened
with the wrench and hammer before
lowering the wheel to the ground.

Remove the horseshoe clip and remove
cable assembly and set aside.

By John Mangles
MG Club of St. Louis

W
Lift the gear wheel out.

4

Notice the cam.
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hile at dinner with a few
friends, I was asked what position is correct for windshield
wipers to “park.” I said that it depends
on the angle of the wiper arms as they
lie on the windshield at the “parked”
position and that it was easy to reverse. When we returned to the shop,
I did a mini-tech session to show the
reversal procedure.
After some research, I’ve found
that some MGAs and MGBs park to
either side, depending on the angle of
the wiper arm. I had found, quite by
accident, that it is relatively easy to
reverse the park position within the
wiper motor.
Begin by removing the wiper motor from the car and clean the outside
for ease of handling and to be able to
recognize the parts. Start disassembly
by removing the circlip (see photo 1). It
is possibly the most difficult part of the
whole job unless you had to remove
the motor from the car.
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Windshield Wiper Park Reversal

Notice the location of the pin.
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Rotate the gear on the wheel.
Also notice the location of the pin
in relationship to the cam (pointer) as
well as the square indexing pegs (see
photo 5). Rotate the gear 180-degrees
on the wheel and press the gear back
into place over the indexing pegs.
Reassembly is, as they say, “exact
reversal of the disassembly.” By rotating the gear on the wheel, you have
changed the position that the wipers
will park from left to right or vice versa
(see photo 6).
While this isn’t much use to most
enthusiasts (unless they are converting
their car to right or left hand drive),
it does give a good insight into how
BMC/BL suppliers designed parts that
could be utilized for different applications instead of requiring a unique
part for each, thus saving money.

u sed w i th p er m i ss i o n f r o m ta i l o f thedra g o n . c o m

Next, remove the four screws holding the cover on the other side of the
motor. Remove the horseshoe clip that
holds the cable assembly to the gear
wheel and remove cable assembly and
set aside (see photo 2). Lift the gear
wheel out and notice the plastic button
(pointer) inside (see photo 3). This is
the switch that is operated by a cam
on the underside of the gear wheel.
It keeps power to the motor until the
wipers come to the “parked” position then, cuts power. Notice the cam
(pointer); this is the part that activates
the switch from the previous photo (see
photo 4).
By gripping the gearwheel in one
hand and rapping on the end of the
center shaft with a small hammer, the
gear need only be separated a small
distance from the wheel.

6
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From the cover: Brian & Janet Diehm close up at MG 2005 in Olympia.
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How I Survived an MG 1100 Restoration: Part One

A dead MG 11OO on a trailer too long for a steep driveway.
Trailer too long for the garage. Hmmm, use a lawn tractor?

By William Fox
MG Club of St Louis

T

he MG “bug” bit me around 1998
after my brother-in-law brought
home a well used MGB roadster. It
was old, battered, and rusty, but had a
mystique about it that I found attractive and interesting. It was unique in
our world of high-tech vehicles. The car
was easy to work on (a big plus since I
was a mechanical zero) and parts were
easy to acquire especially with the aid
of the Internet. It wasn’t long after that
I located a ’72 MGB of my own in the
local newspaper. I needed a hobby as a
means of relieving the stress of my job
as a police sergeant, and oddly enough
working on my “B” filled that role.
Fast forward to 2003. I had by
now restored my MGB and was working on restoring a ’73 MG/BGT that I
had rescued from a long, slow death
by rust and decay. We were at my car
club’s annual British car show when
I came across an Austin Mini for the
first time.
“What a cool little car,” I thought,
and I knew I would have to find one
to restore. “Mini Fever,” which is a
derivation of the dreaded “British Car
Fever,” lasted a few months then went
into remission. I didn’t know at the
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time that, much like malaria, it could
re-occur at any time.
My relapse hit in late 2003 when
several Minis attended our British
car show again. I began to scour the
Internet for cheap, restorable Minis. I
even pondered importing one as they
appeared to be almost free in the U.K.
I finally located a candidate in Texas.
The owner and I exchanged e-mails
and seemed to come to terms for the
purchase. I agreed to his price and he
agreed to drive half way to deliver it.
Then in early January things
began to unravel on his end. He was
pretty vague when the question of the
title came up, and then he reneged on
meeting half way. While discussing
the situation with my friend Robert
Rushing, a diehard MG enthusiast, he
told me, “Don’t buy the Mini. Buy an
1100 instead. That way you can stay
in the MG family.” I had never heard
of an 1100 so he explained that it was
similar to a Mini, just bigger. He felt
the car would better suit my needs.
I made a quick check of the Internet and as fate would have it, found
a ’64 MG 1100 4-door sedan on the
“MG Cars.org” website. The car was
in Brookville, Ga., just outside Atlanta
(about the same distance from me
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

as the Texas Mini) and was in about
the same (or better) condition, not to
mention that it was also about $900
cheaper. The owner was very open
about the car, provided photos, and a
copy of the title. I liked the looks of the
car, a black 4-door with a “Webasto”
sunroof.
I had to decide which car to buy,
as plans had been laid out for a trip.
I consulted with some other MG club
members and a fellow named Phil
Wicks, who used to rally Minis for
BMC back in the ’60s. He came to a
club meeting to talk about a series of
driving schools that he has set up here
in St. Louis. Phil gave me the plus and
minuses of the two cars. He felt based
on the usage I had planned, a frequent
driver, long distance trips to car shows,
etc; the 1100 was the way for me to
go. The decision was cinched the day
before we left after I showed my wife
a picture of a restored Mini and a
restored 1100. I called my buddy Gary
Hayes and told him we were going to
Atlanta.
We left around 6 a.m. on a COLD
January morning in Gary’s truck,
pulling a trailer I borrowed from Drew
Gilmer. We drove south through Kentucky, Tennessee and Georgia. Eleven
hours later we arrived in Atlanta. The
town of Brookville was slightly south
and we arrived just as the sun was
setting. The temperature had risen
as we headed south and it was fairly
warm while we loaded the car onto
the trailer. It was too dark to take a
good look at the car, but I had seen
pictures and we had driven 11 hours to
get here, so we weren’t going to leave
empty handed.
The seller, Glenn Johnson, was
very helpful. He helped load the car
onto the trailer, using a cable “come
along.” He even made a blood donation when his hand got caught in
the mechanism. (Anyone who gives
up blood while working on a car he’s
selling is an OK guy in my book.)
Payment was made and the title surrendered. Glen gave us a tour of his
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

garage and the current MGB project
he sacrificed the 1100 to fund. An hour
later we were headed north again. We
stopped for dinner at a Mexican restaurant we spotted from the highway,
and spent the night at a Holiday Inn
nearby. The next morning we checked
the bindings and got our first good
look at the car. The car appeared to
be in generally good shape. The paint
was faded in places but there didn’t
appear to be any major dents. There
was an old table top anchored down
to fill the opening where the sunroof
should be. (I later found the sunroof in
the trunk.) There were several boxes
and tires occupying the seats. It was
obvious, though, that the floors were
shot. Large areas of the trailer floor
could be seen through the floor boards.
The glass was all good and it appeared
everything was with the car that
should be.
We packed our stuff and headed
out. The trip back didn’t take as long
as the trip down, though it always
seems that way. We made good time
and hit the Illinois state line in record
time. The bitter cold weather was
still there and as we drove along we
pondered how trees on one side of the
highway could be so ice covered that
branches were nearly breaking off,
while trees on the other side were completely clear. We pulled onto my street
around 1 p.m. We then encountered
our first problem.
My driveway is about a 45-degree
slope. The 1100 did not run. It was
obviously too heavy to push up the
driveway and we believed, based on
prior experience, the hitch would bottom out at the bottom of the driveway.
What to do? After some pondering,
head scratching, and a couple of just
plain stupid ideas (I WILL find out one
day if my lawn tractor can push it up
the driveway), we hit on an idea that
just might be dumb enough to work
– we decided to bring the trailer up the
drive at an angle.
Success! The trailer made it past
the curb and Gary was able to back
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Survived an MG Restoration
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Just Money, Sweat and Time
to choose the better of
what I would be working on. So I started to
work on the second
car. I rebuilt every
piece on, in, or under
the orange B. Time
passed…
Finally by the
middle to late ’90s,
we had a car that was
mechanically sound,
ran great, and looked
fair. The paint cleaned
up OK but the interior
was in poor condition.
New paint on the steel wheels helped,
and we drove the car as it was. We had
depleted our “B” money funds. Time
passed….
The next step was to be a new
paint job. We got a nice paint and
body job from a shop in Bristol for
$3,000. Debbie chose to change the
color from the original orange to a
Chrysler Fire Red. What a great color!
After that, we were out of “B” money
again. Time passed….
In 2003, we ordered new 72-spoke
wire wheels from Dayton Wheels to replace the steel wheels on the car. This
was one of the best changes that the
car under went. Cost was $1,200. Out
of “B” money again. Time passed...
With new shiny wheels, new
chrome, and shiny paint, the outside
was looking pretty good; it was time
to consider a new interior. So, in 2004,
we contacted an upholstery shop to
put in a new leather interior, carpet
and all. This shop specializes in doing
p h o t o s p r o v i d e D b y b i ll w i l s o n

the trailer into the garage. Then came
problem number two.
The trailer couldn’t fit all the way
into the garage, and the tail end was
elevated pretty high, higher than the
ramps we had. We ended up disconnecting the trailer from the truck and
cranking the front up as high as it
would go. Then we used an electric
winch John Mangles had the foresight
to send with us to pull the 1100 off the
trailer. It started off well, the car was
inching off the trailer, and then suddenly it just stopped.
We looked under the car. We knew
the angle of the ramps would cause the
floor to scrape the edge of the trailer
since it did when we loaded it, but that

didn’t seem to be the problem – the car
would not move at all. A few minutes of looking revealed the problem.
A piece of the rotted floor had been
hanging down and was caught under
the metal lip of the trailer frame where
the plank floor meets at the back. We
were able to free it by prying up the
whole car with a 2x4, ripping a piece
of the floor from the car. A few minutes
later, the 1100 was sitting on all four
tires in my garage.
After lunch Gary had to leave. I’m
sure he was worn out from driving.
I rearranged the garage to give the
1100 a corner at the back behind my
MGB. It had been a long weekend but
as I looked at my prize, I was satisfied
with how things turned out. It wasn’t
a Mini, but something about it told it
would be better.

By Bill Wilson
Appalachian British Car Society

W

hen my wife and I made the
decision to buy another MG
(we had one in the late ’70s,
before children), we bought a 1972
turquoise blue MGB. A friend of ours
had bought it new and sold it to us in
the late ’80s. We were able to get the
car for $600.
It ran when we first got it, but it
had a little rust and the front end was
wrecked. It sat under tarps for a time
while I was rebuilding the engine. I did
the engine rebuild myself, which took
a year or so. I dreaded the body work
the whole time I was working on the
motor. So, with a little luck, we found
an orange 1972 MGB in a barn in
Bristol, Tenn., and we made the deal to
acquire it for $900 – with dead snake
skins in the cockpit included! We had
to drag the thing out of the barn and
onto a trailer to haul it home. Now
we had two Bs in the driveway and
neither one was drivable, but
this second car had a great
body with very little rust. Time
passed …
My wife, Debbie, began
to wonder if maybe I might be
starting a junkyard instead
of building her a sports car
to drive. The turquoise car
became a parts car which
would give me two of every
part needed. I would only have
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006
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Money, Sweat, and Time

Octagon Dreams: Salute to MG
was based on a modified
Cowley chassis and powered by a tuned overhead
valve Hotchkiss engine
producing some 12hp. The
car was shipped over from
the Heritage Motor Centre
Museum at Gaydon, England, and is brought out
and driven only at special
events.
The last North American MGB was a 1980
MGB Limited Edition.
First bought by the Ford
Museum, the car passed
through several hands
Old Number 1, the first MG, a one-off special in 1925.
before almost being lost in
a fire. Careful restoration has brought
this car back to factory condition, and
MG Car Club of Toronto
it is now owned by Peter Rogers, a
hosts MG exhibit at Canadian
member of the Toronto club.
International Auto Show
The wide range of MG production
was well represented in the “Octagon
he spotlight shone on the history
Dreams” exhibit, including a 1937 MG
of MGs at the 2006 Canadian
VA, a full range of T-series cars, an MG
International Auto Show, thanks to ZB Magnette, two MGAs, and an MGC.
the MG Car Club of Toronto. A speA 1974 Midget represented that line,
cial exhibit called “Octagon Dreams:
and four other MGBs were displayed: A
A History of the MG Car Company,”
1965 Mk I, a 1973 chrome-bumper Mk
featured a display of 17 MGs from
II, a 1974 MGB-GT, and a 1978 Mk I
1925 through 1980. The exhibit was
rubber-bumper car.
hosted by the Toronto club, which celThe exhibit was suggested by Tom
ebrated its 50th anniversary last year.
Tonks, general manager of the CanaAll of the cars but three were owned
dian Auto Show, after he became the
by members of the club, and volunproud owner of a 1969 MGC last year.
teers staffed the exhibit and answered
questions from thousands of
visitors over the course of the
huge 10-day show, held from
Feb. 17-26.
Displayed side-by-side
were two very special MGs:
“Old Number 1,” considered
by Cecil Kimber to be the very
first MG ever made, and the
very last MGB imported new
into North America.
“Old Number 1,” made in
1925, was a one-off special.
A gold medal winner when it
was driven by Kimber in the
The last MG imported to North America, a 1980
1925 Lands End Trial, the car MGB Limited Edition.
TERRY COU L SON

p h o t o s p r o v i d e D b y b i ll w i l s o n

street rods with custom interiors. The
guy in the shop gave us a price and we
said OK. He said to bring the car back
in six months because he was that far
behind. We waited, then took it in to
him. Time passed…
By the first of 2005, our little red
B was looking good. This was a good
thing because we were out of “B” money again. I entered the car in a British
car show in Townsend, Tenn., in May
2005 without telling Debbie.
When it was time for the show and
I told her what I had done, she said,
“You’re not ready for a show.” I told her
that we were only doing it for fun and
that it would not matter one way or the
other. She did a great job of cleaning
the car from front to back.
We set out for the show on a cool
May morning with an overcast sky.
Three miles from the
grounds, it started to
pour rain on us and
our shiny red B with
the top down. We
pulled over, raised the
top and waited on the
side of the road for the
rain to slack off.
Everyone knows
that something on a
British car will not
work when you really
need it. This time the
wipers decided to not

work. Time passed…
The rain finally slacked and we
made it to the show. When we arrived,
we had to clean the car from front to
back again.
The sun came out and it turned
out to be a beautiful day. The show
was great, with some of the best-looking British cars you have ever seen. We
enjoyed walking around and looking
at all the different cars, vendors, and
people. Since this was the first show we
had ever attended, we did not know
what to expect.
They started announcing the
awards and we just kind of hung back
to watch. Debbie and I just looked at
each other in shock, when the announcer called out our car number
for first place in the 1962-74½ chrome
bumper MGB class. At that moment, I
thought to myself, it was a long road, a
lot of money, a lot of sweat, and it was
worth it!

T

TERRY COU L SON
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Anatomy of an Auto Paint Job
Photos by john moore of his mgb restor ation projec t

By Lumpy Bondo

R

ecently, I read in a local club
newsletter that an approximate
cost of painting an MGB was
$3,000 to $4,000 . . . Could this really
be true? I decided to investigate the
facts a little further to see what one
would get into these days, with a good
re-spray versus a very good paint job
versus a show job.
My investigation began with the
local body shop. To my surprise their
rate was within reason at $37 per hour
plus materials. There was a lot of collision work in the building, the bread
and butter of the trade.
In speaking with the manager, a
younger lad, he knew what an MGB
was, but did not know any of the other
models such as the MGA. I explained
the major differences and while he
was receptive to the MGB if I stripped
off the parts of the car, he was not
receptive to doing the MGA, all apart
in pieces.
Again as this was a collision
shop, they make their money with
a fast turnover of jobs, not many of
which are an all-over paint job and
certainly not a car with a lot of little
bits to paint. The quote for the MGB
was $2,700 with minimal body work
and spraying the inside engine, interior, and trunk. When I inquired to
the time frame they said six to eight
weeks, depending on their normal
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work load.
The more I began to research,
the more horror stories I heard about
leaving cars at a regular auto body
shop for paint and years later having
missing pieces and no paint job. A
recent episode of “Dream Car Garage”
confirmed this, as well as a conversation with a well-known restorer of
vintage MGs in central Texas. Further
chats with hot rod shops with custom
paint as their specialty revealed some
interesting facts about a paint job and
its costs and the results.
It boils down to a few basics:

Material costs

Paint costs are directly related
to petroleum costs and the increased
costs of environmental compliance.
Because of this, material costs have
soared in the past 10 years. Most
manufacturers produce a brand name
and a lower cost generic brand. For
example, PPG has its lines, which
include Global, and then its budget
line of Omni. When you go from
the premium line to the generic, you
usually find the paint is thinner with
fewer solids.
What does that mean? More time
to get coverage of color and more
material needed to get this coverage.
More time and material equals more
expense, but sometimes that can equal
or outweigh the additional cost of the
premium line of paint.
Some restoration shops will let you
provide the materials, but that is more
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E) Base coat, clear coat paint:

base can be $100 a gallon. Reds and
blues are the most expensive. Remember, hardeners and reducers again will
be extra.
F) Body filler: There are many
types of filler out now, some with
metal particles. Figure $35 a gallon
for a regular filler, more for the metal
based, which take more time to sand
out. It is also handy to have a tube of
catalyzed glazing putty to fill minor
imperfections before paint.

Time = money

Time spent in getting the car
ready for paint will add expense. A
good rule is: the more pieces, the more
the cost. The more complicated the
pieces, i.e. louvers, the more the cost.
With body parts that need fitting, such
as grills, aftermarket hoods or fenders,
expect to spend more time. These parts
never fit out of the box and the time
to fit them is not after paint is applied.
You will be repainting parts later if the
car fitting is not done first.
The straighter and more perfect
you want your paint job, the more
time will have to be spent in preparing
the surface for paint. Not to mention,
if there is any rust found in the lower

A very durable system with which
modern cars are painted. Applied
correctly under the right conditions
it can greatly reduce the time needed for sanding and buffing after the
curing. Premium base a gallon can
be $300 up and clear around $250
per gallon. A gallon of base with 1.5
gallons of clear should do it, which
would give you four good coats of
clear on the surface. Generic brand
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Photos by john moore of his mgb restor ation projec t

the exception that the rule. However, if they do, it might be an avenue
for a cost saving.
Typically, one can spend from
$600 for base paint supplies to
$1,600 and up for premium supplies. This does not include the
body filler materials, sand paper,
and other sundries. Depending on
the car, and if taken down to metal
or not, you will need the following
paint materials with the understanding that reducers and hardeners are
included in these approximate costs,
which are based on PPG paints.
A) Self-etching primer: Used
on bare metal and aluminum. Approximately $80 per quart, two quarts
should cover this.
B) Building primer: This can run
cheap to expensive depending on
brand, but approximately a gallon
and a half with a cost ranging from
$100-$250.
C) Sealer: Right before paint, this
is the final coat. It seals the underlying
body work and primers, and prevents
them from bleeding through into the
final paint. Sealers are most effective
when they are tinted close to the top
coat color that you have chosen. It
also allows you to use less single stage
or base coat to get color coverage. It
is around $60 per quart, figure two.
Hardeners and reducers are extra.
D) Single stage paint: Your polyurethanes that do not require a clear
coat. Premium brands can be $350
a gallon up, hardeners and reducers
extra.

Photos by john moore of his mgb restor ation projec t

Anatomy of Auto Paint Job
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surface it will have to be brought down
to bare metal. If your car has had several paint jobs over its life, it may also
need to be brought back to bare metal.
A shop may not warranty the paint job
unless the surface is taken back to bare
metal. Rust repair or custom metal
work mean more time, more money.
Proper preparation requires a lot
of sanding. Some cheaper paint jobs
can leave you seeing sanding scratches. This is a factor of not working
through the multiple grits of sanding
paper. The more sandpaper grits that
are worked through, the smoother the
surface will be for the color coat of
paint. Grits should be worked through
the 120, 240, 320, and 400 papers.
The darker the color you choose,
i.e. black, the straighter your surface
preparation needs to be. If you ever
get a chance, watch some episodes of
“American Hot Rod” or “Overhaulin’,”
and see how much prep goes into a
black paint job on a show car and a
good street car.
Something to think about before
you get your car painted: How good of
a result do you want? The prep, paint,
final sand, and buff time for a show
car are a longer process than a good
daily driver car.
When embarking on a restoration
it is common to have a car in parts
and painted in pieces, inside and out.
The following times roughly estimate
the amount of time needed to get each
car through a very good paint job with
minimal body work. This includes the
time needed for sanding and building
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

the surface.

MG T-Series, PreWar, early Triumph: With
24 painted pieces figure
five to six hours per piece.
Main body tub and firewall 20 hours each which
includes buffing – at least
120 hours.

MGA, the Big
Healey, TR2-4: With 11

major panels, again five
to six hours each piece,
main body tub 20 hours,
and remember there are
splash panels, tail lamps,
and other various small painted bits.
These cars assembled take approximately 60-80 hours, taken apart approximate 80-100 hours. Since these
cars are nothing but curves with fairly
long flat sides, dark colors may require
more time.
MGB, GT, TR4-6: With eight major
panels, again five to six hours each
with a few more hours in there for the
under hood/trunk and interior prep/
paint. Approximately 50-60 hours.
Midget/Sprite and Spitfire: With
eight major panels, approximately 4050 hours.
With these estimates of time along
with your material cost, you can see
how we can get up to $3,000-$4,000.
The more assembled and the straighter
the car, the less time and money.
So, should you try this at home
and save some money? Well, that
depends on your talent and time. A
good place to give this a try may be
a local community college that has a
body shop class on the weekend. They
have all of the tools, good paint facilities, and the expertise to guide you on
the way to your first paint job. Within
a semester or two you should have a
painted car. If you want to try this at
home, start small with a panel like a
hood or a trunk first and if you like
the finished results, you may be the
next master body man and painter. If
not, take it to a pro, but go in with eyes
wide open as to the potential cost.
Good luck and may all of your
surfaces be straight and shiny.
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Hook ’n’ Loop Your Hood

By Paul Konkle
San Diego MG Club

A
Install Made Easy
By Dale Mast
Member # 10-4320
http://clix.to/thebrit
Editor’s note: This article applies to tops on
the later-model Michelotti folding frames.

A

re you looking for a new hood
(top), or maybe you have already purchased one? To make
the installation easy, you should get
a hood with the header rail already
installed. However, this is not about
the header, but rather about the flap
on the top that attaches to the bar just
above the back window. Some leave it
loose and some twist themselves into a
knot trying to glue it around the back
bar.
As you look at the hood, you will
see that the back of it has a flap where
the bar goes. The big question is, how
to glue it on and what kind of glue to
use to keep it there? The answer is, you
don’t have to glue it at all. Can you use
a sewing machine or know someone
who can? That is all there is to fixing it
and it will stay in place for as long as
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you want!
Oh, I left out a little something.
Go to any fabric store and purchase
a width of loop and hook Velcro that
is just a little narrower than the flaps
on the hood. Be sure it is long enough
to go all the way across, and you only
will have to buy one strip of Velcro.
When you get home, just sew a
strip on each side of the hood flaps.
Caution: wrap the flaps around a piece
of pipe or something the size of the
bar so you sew the Velcro on the right
way when it is wrapped around the
bar. If you wish, you can lay the hood
in position on the frame and wrap the
flaps around and then mark it so you
know where to sew the Velcro. Be very
sure you have it the right way before
you sew it on. You may have to have a
help a little holding the hood in place
while you sew.
This may sound a lot harder than
it really is. I have had mine on this
way for probably six years or longer.
It works great, and I have had no
problems with it at all! Oh yes, the best
thing is that if I have to change the
hood again, I just undo the wrapped
Velcro and I still have a nice clean bar
to hook the new hood to!
MGB DRIVER–May/June 2006

t some recent tech sessions with
my local club, we had uncovered
some less than satisfactory brake
performance in several members’ cars.
As much as I like to go, I also understand the need to stop! Your life is at
stake, so good brakes should be high
on your list of priorities.
In general, your car should be
able to lock up the wheels on clean dry
pavement with a good firm shove on
the brake pedal. If not, take a look at
some areas for improvement. I’ll start
with the cheapest and easiest fixes,
and move up from there.
Except for very early cars, the
brake system on most MGs is hydraulic. The first thing to check is to make
sure the master cylinder is properly
filled with clean fluid. Most brake
fluids attract and absorb water, which
will boil at a lower temperature than
the fluid and decrease brake performance. DOT-4 fluid should be changed
about every other year for this reason.
To change the fluid, simply bleed
the brakes, starting with the right rear,
and refill the master cylinder with a
fresh bottle of brake fluid until clean,
clear fluid with no air bubbles exits
the bleed nipple. Take care not to let
the master cylinder level get too low,
or you’ll introduce air into the system
and have to start all over. Once this
is accomplished, move over to the left
rear and repeat, and then do the same
for the fronts.
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If you are using DOT-5 (silicone
fluid), the biennial flush is not necessary, as silicone doesn’t absorb water.
Also, make sure the brakes are
properly adjusted. It should only take
four to six clicks of the handbrake to
set the rear brakes. Raise the rear of
the car with a floor jack, and support
the rear axle with jack stands. To adjust, turn the square adjuster clockwise, as seen from under the car, until
the rear wheel starts to lock up, then
back off a quarter turn. Repeat for the
other side.
A common problem with poor
brake performance is deteriorated
hoses, especially on a car that has
been sitting for quite some time. The
rubber hoses degrade from the inside
out, blocking fluid flow to the caliper
or wheel cylinder. This will quite often
be seen when a caliper or wheel cylinder sticks, as the blocked hose prevents
the fluid from returning to the master
cylinder.
If you can’t remember when the
hoses were last changed, it’s been too
long. There are normally three hoses,
one at each front wheel, and one near
the rear axle for the backs. Don’t
skimp here — change all three hoses
at the same time. For an upgrade, consider the stainless braided hoses offered
by Moss and others. They will give a
firmer pedal and faster response.
Although most of the stopping
power is in the fronts, the rear brakes
provide about 30 percent of your
brakes. That 30 percent may be all
that keeps you from hitting the car in
front of you, so make sure they are up
to snuff. Pop the rear drums off, and
take a look at the shoes to see if they
are soaked.
There are normally two causes
for this: Either the wheel cylinder is
leaking and needs to be rebuilt or replaced, or the axle seal has failed and
is allowing oil from the differential to
travel into your brake drums. Replacing wheel cylinders and changing axle
seals is well within the capability of
most owners.
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When used in conjunction with the
braided hoses, they’ll get your brakes
capable of the occasional track day, as
well as for everyday street use. They
are available from Moss, The Tire
Rack, Pep Boys, and other places.
If you have checked everything
else, and your car still won’t stop, take
a look at the master cylinder. Having
already checked to make sure it was
full of clean fluid, take a look to see if
it is working properly. Press hard on
the brake pedal while the car is at rest,
keep pressing down, and feel if the
pedal is still slowly moving towards
the floor. If it does, it might be time to
rebuild or replace the master cylinder.
Some are quite easy to rebuild, such
as the 1962-67 MGB and similar year
Midget, others are a bit trickier, like
the dual-circuit masters found on later
years. It might be easier and more
cost-efficient to have this done professionally, based on your experience and
ability level.
The last item to look at is your
tires. These are what transmit the
stopping power of the brakes into friction against the road. The best brake
system in the world won’t stop your car
if the tires are old and hard, because
they’ll just start sliding when the
wheels are locked up. Are they more
than six or seven years old? Cracked
on the sidewalls? Get some new skins
on there! I recently heard about a great
sports car tire from a couple of different sources. The Sumitomo HTR 200 is
very grippy, is H-speed rated, and most
importantly, comes in sizes and aspect
ratios to fit our classic cars. I put a set
of 185/70 x 14s on my MGB and was
very impressed with the improved handling and stopping of these tires.
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Flywheels

John Twist
Technical Coordinator

T

By

his is not a review of Tom Swallow
and Arthur H Pill’s Flywheel: Memories of the Open Road, drawn and
written by the members of the Muhlberg Motor Club, Stalag IVB, Germany,
1944-45, while these brave British
soldiers were a captive audience of the
Nazis. Instead, it is simply a definition
of the various flywheels fitted to the B
Series engine from the 1954 MG Magnette through the last MGB LE.
The three-main bearing engines
carried two flywheels: the earlier is
very heavy at 29 lbs-3 oz; the later
one is much lighter at 21 lbs-9 oz. The
earlier flywheel was fitted to all but the
very last MGAs; the lighter flywheel
was introduced in 1962 and carried
through the three-main MGBs. In
fact, the lighter flywheel comes in two
varieties, a two-pin for the MGA spring
pressure plate and a three-pin for the
MGB diaphragm pressure plate.
At the introduction of the fivemain crankshaft in October 1964, a
flywheel slightly lighter yet, at 20 lbs-3
oz, was fitted. Then, in 1968, the crash
type starter was replaced with the
pre-engaged starter and the last, still
lighter flywheel, at 21 lbs-3.5 oz, was
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fitted. At the very end of production,
about 1979, one flywheel locating
pin was eliminated, probably a
cost-saving exercise.
The B series engine was
fitted to a number of other
vehicles, including the Nash
Metropolitan, the Leyland
Tractor, and the Austin
Marina, all of which were
imported in some quantity
to the USA. It is the five-main
flywheel from the Marina that
can cause a very maddening
problem if fitted. That Marina
flywheel is one inch smaller in
diameter than the MGB flywheel, and
no amount of starter manipulation
will allow the starter teeth to engage
the flywheel ring gear teeth! It would
be odd to assemble up an engine with
one of these flywheels, but stranger
mistakes have occurred.
The crankshaft and flywheel were
combined and balanced as an assembly at the factory. To ensure the
correct alignment of the flywheel on
the crank, a 1 / 4 mark is stamped into
the outer edge of the flywheel. When
the #1 and #4 pistons are topmost, fit
the flywheel with that 1 / 4 symbol at
12:00.
Those crash type ring gears, fitted to the MGs before 1968, take a
Photo Provided by john t wist

While you have the drums off,
check to see if the brake shoes are
making full contact with the inside
of the drum. This is especially important with all-drum brake systems. If
the shoes are not making 100 percent
contact with the drums, sand down
the high spots of the shoes until they
do. Make sure the drums are not
warped first, though! Just about any
brake shop or machine shop should be
able to put the drums in a lathe and
check for out-of-roundness. Check the
shop manual for your car and note
the maximum inside diameter of the
drums. If you have to go past this to
get the drums round, they’ll need to be
replaced. The brake shop should also
be able to arc the shoes to the drum, if
you’re not up to doing this yourself.
Moving up front, take a look at
the rotors and calipers, or shoes and
drums. The rotors should be smooth
with no glazing, grooves, or deep
scratches. If you feel a pulsing from the
brake pedal when applying the brakes,
the rotors may have warped. Lift the
front of the car with a floor jack and
support the car with jack stands. Set
up a stationary straight edge near the
rotor. Two small pieces of 2 x 4 in a
T-shape with a nail sticking through it
works perfectly. Spin the rotor and look
at the distance from the rotor to the
tip of the nail. It should be the same
through several complete rotations.
If the rotors are warped, replace
them. Although rotors can be turned,
this removes metal from them that
acts as a heat sink, absorbing the heat
created by friction. MG rotors are a bit
thin to begin with, and rotors are relatively inexpensive, so replacement is a
better option. If the rotors are straight,
but glazed, a light scuff with emery
cloth should get the surface back in
order.
For an upgrade on the front
brakes, I highly recommend EBC’s
“Greenstuf” brake pads if they are
available for your car. Made of Kevlar,
they shorten stopping distances, don’t
squeal, and give you better pedal feel.
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Basic Brakes

1/4 mark stamped onto the flywheel
outer edge ensures correct alignment.
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Flywheel

This shows the diameter of the Marina flywheel at about 12 inches/ The standard
MGB flywheel is about 12 7/8 inches.
Photos Provided by john t wist

lowing the engine to rev more quickly.
Remember than lightening is a
tradeoff. The vehicle was designed to
have enough inertia in the flywheel to
launch the vehicle from a dead stop
– at an rpm too low to have much
torque.
By lightening the flywheel you
lose much of your launch momentum.
The later flywheel can be skimmed
on the front side (opposite side of the
pressure plate) and the weight reduced
about five pounds to a total of about
16 pounds.
The flywheel keeps the engine
idling smoothly, it provides launch
momentum, it allows the starter motor
to work, and it is an integral part of
the clutch. Inspect it carefully every
time you have your engine removed
from the car!

MG Flywheels
Pict
2

Model & Year
Magnette &
MGA 1954-1961
MGA 1962

3
4
5

MGB 1962-1964
MGB 1964-1967
MGB 1968-1979
MGB 1980

1

Engine

Gearbox

3 Main

3 Synchro

Weight

Starter

Notes

29 lbs 3 oz
Crash

6 studs
3 pressure plate pegs

PreEngaged

6 studs
2 pressure plate pegs
6 bolts
2 crank locating pegs
6 bolts

21 lbs 9 oz
5 Main

Pict 1

4 Synchro

20 lbs 3 oz
21 lbs 4 oz

Pict 2

Magnette and 1954-61 MGA

Pict 3

1962 MGA, 1962-64 MGB

Pict 4

Crash type ring gear worn down by age.
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1964-67 MGB

1968-79 MGB

Pict 5

Photos Provided by john t wist

real beating from the starter teeth. It
happens that the engine always shuts
down with the pistons either half way
up or half way down their bores. So,
when the starter motor crashes into the
ring gear, it does so in two areas opposite each other on the ring gear.
Always fit a new ring gear if the
damage is noticeable – long before the
teeth become as worn as they are in
the accompanying picture. The preengaged starters have not yet begun to
chew up ring gears, even after nearly
40 years.
The flywheel is held by six nuts
or six bolts. There is a lock tab for
each variety. Always ensure that the
flywheel is wobbling less than 0.003”
on reassembly!
Flywheels can be lightened, al-

1980 MGB
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74½ MGB Register
Not recently, Larry Hangenauer sent me
this story about purchasing (unbeknownst
to him) a 1974½ MGB. Here is his story…

By Larry Hangenauer

M

y car is a 1974½ MGB which
I bought directly from the
British Leyland factory with
British registry (and plates) through a
purchasing agent. The car was shipped
to New Orleans and I picked it up at
the port as my privately owned car,
even though it came directly from the
factory. To this day, I’m not sure how
all that worked, but I just answered
an ad in the paper from the agent
company and bought the car. I’ve had
a strange ’74½ beast ever since.
My full MG story: In about 1972
I bought a typical badly beaten ’63 B
as a second car. Bad brakes, no first
gear synchro, it had been left out in
the sun (I lived in Selma, Ala., at the
time), etc. But it was such great fun.
I’m a retired USAF test pilot, and was
a T-38 instructor pilot at the time, and
the B was as close as I could get to the
feeling of maneuverability of a high
performance jet.
I decided to upgrade, first looking
at a used ’72 B, but it just wasn’t the
right color. My wife and I were planning an “adventurous” trip to the UK
and tried to order a new B to be picked
up at the factory, driven around the
country for a month, then shipped
back home. This was the spring of
1974 and we were told that due to some
factory “restructuring,” nothing could
be available for our planned visit in
August of that year.
Little did I realize the “restructuring” was probably due to changing to
the new rubber bumper style…
I ordered a Damask Red MGB with
overdrive, otherwise pretty basic, with
a delivery promised in December ’74 or
early ’75. Even though it was ordered
as a UK registered vehicle, it was a full
US-spec car. Lucky for me, the ’74½
was still lead-gas, no catalytic converter, dual-SU’s – in other words, all
running equipment was the same as
a 1974 model even though (as I will
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Steve Harding
74½ MGB
Registrar
mention later) with rubber bumpers.
Back to the story… In 1974, we
flew from Atlanta to the UK on a
summer vacation. (I learned to drive
as a lefty that year in a rented Mini,
starting in the middle of downtown
London – not recommended, but I
survived that first of many times to
come of driving on the “wrong” side
of the road!) I learned the technique
of left-hand shifting somehow with
two weeks of right-side driving around
Great Britain. It actually works quite
well since I could keep my dominant
hand (right hand) on the wheel as I
cranked around curves shifting with
my left.
Since then, over the years I have
become ambidextrous with many
trips and rental driving in the UK. I
even did it once in 1994 in a regular
left-hand drive Mercedes on a road
trip from Denmark, across the ferry
at Calais, France, to Dover, England,
which involved left-land driving in a
left-hand drive car for a week of Christmas vacation in and around London.
I learned that humans can adapt to
anything!
Back again to my ’74½ purchase.
In the fall of ’74, I received word my
MGB would be available at a dockyard reception point in January. So
I set up a trip with a friend to drive
from Selma to New Orleans to pick
up the new car. I arrived at a typical
dockyard back office, paid a Saturday
morning attendant $5.70 for some sort
of clearing fee, $84.21 for customs, a
$2.25 “processing fee”, and walked
back into the warehouse to pick up my
new car.
What I saw in the corner of the
warehouse was a vehicle that looked
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like an MGB – sort of. It had these
strange rubber things on the front and
back! Of course, the weekend agent
knew nothing – he was just a dock
worker. But he assured me this was the
item on the shipping invoice and the
serial numbers seemed to match so…. I
started it up. It purred like the proverbial kitten. It felt great and cruised all
the way home (about 300 miles).
That was just the beginning of my
relationship with the strange mix of
’74 drive train and ’75 body that I am
sure owners of 74½’s have learned to
enjoy. My 74½ is pretty stock. I have
used it as a regular driver – even while
living in Denmark from 1994 to 1997
where I drove it as my commuting car
and had it repainted. It is no longer my
commuter because I drive 35 miles one
way to work here in southern California, where I still work as a contract
manager at Edwards Air Force Base
(yes, home of USAF flight testing). I
retired here from the Air Force after
many years of flying and testing various Air Force fighters (F-102, F-106, F-4,
and F-15).
But the ’B is still very operational,
with a minor carburetion or timing
problem (still working on it!) and waiting for a complete engine overhaul at
about 90,000 miles. I think worn compression rings are part of the problem,
although it uses no oil. It is essentially
original except for change-outs of front
suspension bushings, new springs all
around, clutch/pressure plate/throwout bearing replacement, and multiple
muffler changes (most free – thank
you, Midas, for the lifetime replacement guarantee!) Of course, many
complete brake system rebuilds, until
I finally put in silicone fluid, several
brake master cylinder replacements,
and many new engine seals and gaskets, but the innards are still original.
There is a bit more to the story of
why I can still qualify as an “Original
Owner” too. While in Denmark, I lived
in a small yuppie (Danish yuppie – the
worst, i.e.- richest kind) village about
15 minutes north of Copenhagen,
with a 10-mile drive to work along a
winding two-lane road that bordered
the Baltic Sea – a paradise of a drive in
the MG.
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In 1995, I was contemplating trading it in on a BMW 328i, which I could
buy at a reasonable rate and import
to the US duty-free since I had diplomatic status assigned to the American
Embassy with the State Department.
One day I even made an appointment for a final visit to the local BMW
dealer to set a trade-in price, etc. That
morning I drove to work on a beautiful sunny day, twisting around curves
with a stone wall on one side, a Danish
village around the corner, the Baltic
Sea with the sun rising on the other…
and my B was just purring (I had just
fixed the long-standing carburetor
air leak!). Each curve and corner was
perfect! I thought to myself – why trade
this off, get a mega-thousand dollar
insurance bill, humongous repair costs
when needed (Think I could work on
an electronically tuned, hybrid BMW?
Wonderful machine – I test drove one,
but under the hood it’s a mystery.) So
I called the dealer and cancelled the
visit.
On that drive, I saved my ’74½ B,
and I still have it. Although the California freeways are not native territory
to such a fine driving machine, I do
have one drive to a local ski area that
involves coming down the mountain
on 20-30 mph posted curves which
the B takes quite nicely, thank you, at
40-50 (of course, only on spring-skiing
days with good, dry road surfaces!)
So I am looking forward to the engine
overhaul I mentioned along with other
engine improvement work. Hopefully that will get it back to the “new”
smoothness I remember from many
years ago.
I’m looking forward to being listed
in both the ’74½ and Original Owners
registries!
Should you have a 74½ MGB or BGT
that is not registered with the 74½ MGB &
BGT Registry, please send info about your
MG to me, Steve Harding, via “snail” mail
or to my e-mail address – both of which
can be found further on in this issue of the
Driver. If you’d like your 74½ featured in
this Registry’s report, send me your story
and a picture of your car.
Meanwhile, Safety Fast! Steve
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Technical Talk
Hey John,
I’m helping a young guy with his ‘77
B and to replace the broken turn switch
(one-piece unit) we need to remove and
replace the steering wheel. I’m not going
to do it with any gear puller I have! Any
help would be really appreciated. Best
wishes for the coming year.
Mark Wheeler
P.S. - Wonderful presentation in Carlisle,
Pa., last spring!
Mark!
Remove the center MG plastic disc
then back off the steering wheel nut
(1”) until it is FLUSH with the steering
column. One guy sits on the driver’s
seat. He wedges his knees at 5:00 and
7:00, so that they press on the backside
of the wheel. His right hand grasps
the steering wheel at 12:00, pulling
fiercely. In his left hand he holds a
double faced hammer (we use a brass
hammer). A ball peen hammer would
work too (a claw hammer should be
left for carpentry). He holds this hammer against the nut/column.
The second guy stands to the
left of the driver, holding a LARGER
hammer – three pounds, maybe. On
the command of the driver – ONLY on
command of the driver – the second
guy swings and strikes the first hammer. Several slow practice swings will
give both guys a guess as to the movement so that no one’s cheek or fingers
are smashed.
The goal here is to pull on the
wheel very strongly and to shock the
column with a swift, hard smack. If
it doesn’t come loose at once, strike
it harder; but ONLY ONLY ONLY on
command of the driver! This will work.
The alignment mark on the turn
signal switch should be at 9:00, not
3:00. DO NOT re-tighten the wheel until you’ve driven the car to ensure the
wheel is as straight as possible.
Hi John,
First off, I just wanted you to know
that your technical book has already paid
for itself by keeping me from making a
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Tech Talk

John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
mistake with the distributor on my MGB. It
really is a good manual – thanks for putting it together.
I’ve got a couple of quick questions.
My MGB-GT is basically a 1974, but the
previous owner kludged it together. As
a result, not everything was there when
I bought it, and some things just don’t
match up with any picture, manual, etc.
So, here are a couple of real dummy questions that would be easy to answer if I had
another MG to look at.
Question #1: Each of the SU carbs
has a vacuum port connection near the
throttle plate. The previous owner connected the distributor vacuum line to the port
on the rear carb and plugged the port on
the front carb. I’m not sure this is correct.
I would guess that both ports should be
plugged and that the vacuum line should
be routed to the intake manifold. Your
thoughts?
Question #2: The overflow outlet
on the fuel bowls on both carbs weren’t
connected to anything when I got the car.
From the pictures/drawings I’ve seen, it
looks like the car came from the factory
with lines running downward from the
overflow outlet; unfortunately, none of the
drawings show where they go. Do they
just run downward so that any overflow
drops to the ground, or do they really go
somewhere? Thanks in advance for your
help. You are very gracious in offering this
service.
Mark Sadley
PS: Funny fix - I didn’t want to spend
$19.95 for the rubber gasket that holds the
heater tubes to the heater box, so I went
to Home Depot thinking, “Surely, there
is something here that will cost less that
I can use.” I wound up buying a pack of
scouring pads – the green ones that are
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about 5/16-inch thick. I cut five of them to
size, cut out the two holes for the heater
pipes, and pasted them to the heater in a
stack by using the left over window trim
adhesive I had. Then, I coated them all
with the adhesive, let it set and wound
up with a perfect gasket for less than
$3.  Then I got to thinking about heater
tubes (missing from the car). I went back
to Home Depot, where I purchased a $1.97
P-trap extension in the plumbing section,
which was cut in half. It fits the heater box
perfectly and is the perfect complement
to the scouring pad gasket. Next step is
to adapt the flexible hose from my wife’s
portable vacuum cleaner (when she’s not
looking) to go between the heater tubes
and the demisters.
Mark!
Necessity is the mother of invention. You should write to Home Depot
– they might use your experience in an
ad! Then we’d get some free advertising for our MGs!
In 1974, the engine design was
heavily influenced by emission control
concerns. The distributor should be a
20 degree advance (on a limiting finger on the mechanical advance, deep
inside the unit). If so, then the timing should be set at 15 BTDC at 1500
vacuum disconnected. Once timed, the
vacuum should be connected to the
intake manifold. If, on the other hand,
the distributor is an earlier variety
(about a 10 degree advance), then the
timing should be about 20 degrees at
idle, vacuum disconnected, and then
connected to a port on the carb (usually the rear carb). With any distributor, the maximum advance cannot
exceed 32 degrees at 4000, vacuum
disconnected.
The 1974 came equipped with a
charcoal canister to provide Evaporative Loss Control (ELC) to the gas tank
and the carb float bowls. If that’s gone,
then simply allow the vents from the
float bowls to dump down the side of
the engine.
Call if you have more questions!
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Dear John,
I am a proud owner of a 1966 MGB.
I’ve had it since 1974 and have had
relatively little problems with it. I have two
questions:
First, I converted it to 12v negative
ground. As you know, the tach will not
work. I did reverse the diode as suggested
in the Moss catalog, but to no avail. What
else can I try and can I replace the tach
with another year’s model.
Second, the dash lights are not very
bright at any time (the very few times I
drive at night). I have cleaned the contacts, the bulbs, and even painted the inside of the instruments white for more light
reflection. Again, what else can I do?
Ever appreciative of your help and
knowledge!
Sincerely,
Joseph Lagana
Joseph!
The dash lights are the easier of
your two dilemmas to solve. First, the
dash rheostat must be clean. Often,
simply rotating it back and forth 20
times or so will effectively clean the
contacts.
Second, the bulbs must be new.
Bulbs with years and years of use
develop a coating on the inside of
the glass – an opaque silvery black
– I suspect from the discharge from
the filament. You can easily purchase
these bulbs from NAPA. Or, you can
purchase the bulbs from Little British
Car Company in a halogen (at least
some kind of extra brilliance). Hope
this helps.
The tach requires its circuit board
to be properly polarized and requires
the impulse loop to be properly polarized.
You have to do three things here:
Reverse the power and earth contacts within the tach; reverse the flow
through the impulse loop (cutting the
wires and reversing them); and, lastly,
recalibrating the tach (deftly holding
it, in hand, with a shop tach connected
to the ignition circuit, and dialing it in
around 3500 rpm – using the rheostat
on the back side of the unit to adjust
the position of the needle.
John,
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I purchased a well maintained ‘77
MGB with overdrive not long ago and
undertook a complete fluid swap. With
Haynes book in hand, I changed the engine, rear axle, and transmission oils, then
refilled each (ended up making my own
rear axle plug tool...can’t find ‘em!)
My issue lies with the OD; put simply,
I messed up. What I thought was the OD
drain plug – wasn’t. When I remove a
drain plug, I usually crawl out from under
the car while the fluid drains off, which
means I didn’t see the oil pressure relief
valve assembly fall into my drain pan. I
was pouring the old oil into a recycling
drum and heard a thump on the screen; it
was the valve part with the screen and an
inner piece which was cut like a bearing.
Nothing else came out, so I assumed that
was it. After finding out what it was, I
reinstalled the piece as I found it. Now, the
overdrive no longer engages. (If I don’t try
to engage OD in the meantime, will I be
fine just driving with regular 4-speed?)
I removed it again and checked inside
the hole; found nothing else inside. I suspect the worst – that I’ve lost the rest of the
assembly and don’t have OD until I buy
a new one. Can you shed some light onto
my dilemma please? Any advice you could
offer, particularly re-assembly instructions,
would be most appreciated.
Thanks!
Josh Phillips
Josh!
The oil pressure relief valve in the
overdrive unit is comprised of several
parts: The top piece is a low pressure valve. Beneath that is a very stiff
spring. Beneath that is the main OP
valve (a cylinder with three diameters).
Beneath that is the housing into which
the OP valve fits. Surrounding that
housing is a screen of very fine mesh.
Fitting around the housing, spring,
valve, and low pressure valve is a
screen about ¾-inch in diameter and
1½-inches long.
All these parts are steel, therefore
magnetic, so with time, you might be
able to drag your fixed magnet along
the bottom of your oil barrel and find
the parts. Without this valve the OD
cannot develop pressure to move the
cone clutch. It will, however, work all
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day long in 4th just fine!

Tech Talk

John,
I have a chrome bumper ‘74B with a
rebuilt motor (0.20 over) that was running
just fine. However, I decided to remove
the emissions hardware and upgraded
to K&N filters. The car now seems to run
really lean at speed. I upped the needle
size (from Joe Curto) twice. Car runs better
now, but still will miss at 55-60 mph; feels
like it won’t run through a paper bag. If
I pull out the choke at those speeds the
missing disappears and the throttle is very
responsive.
I have tried to go through all the electrical and fuel related items to find leaks
or other problems, but have not found a
solution. I have re-tuned the carbs (spark
plugs look great), replaced the vacuum
assist and line, changed out distributors,
converted out of points, messed with the
timing, new coil, fuel pump checks out,
and new fuel filter.
The car itself only has 33K miles, so I
have ruled out the carbs being warn out.
Plus like I said, it ran fine before I removed
the air pump and associated equipment.
Thanks,
Bill Anderson

needles. Ensure the float height is
around 1/8” -3/16”. Disconnect the
vents from the carbs to the charcoal
adsorption canister. Use 90 weight oil
in the carbs (WHAT? 90 weight? Just
try it!) Balance the air flow and adjust
the idle mixture, then go out for a run.
Oh, another thing! Remove the suction
chambers and pistons. With a footlong piece of hose attached to the carb
vent, puff into the hose. That will pressurize the gasoline in the float bowl.
It will shoot 1 to 2 feet out of the jet.
Make sure each carb works as well as
the other (and one of the jets isn’t partially plugged). By disconnecting the
vapor lines from the carb vents to the
charcoal canister you have eliminated
any chance of creating a vacuum in
the float bowls. It’s not uncommon,
during a “detox” to plug off a line
which should be left open!
Give me a call, too. This is a problem I help solve frequently. It’s in the
timing or the carbs.

Bill!

There are four systems:  emissions,
engine, ignition and fuel.  If the car
feels like it is running into a headwind, like you’re pulling a trailer; if it
coughs and/or spits under light load,
then either the timing is retarded or
the mixture is too lean. Pulling out
the choke will cure the bad running
in either case. Since it “was” running
just fine, then the problem is not the
engine itself. That’s good!
Timing! Now this probably isn’t
the problem since you’ve already
changed everything – distributor, coil,
wires, plugs, etc. Just for fun, check the
timing at 1500 rpm and again at 4000
rpm, both times vacuum disconnected.
The timing at 4000 rpm should be 32
BTDC; the timing at 1500 should be
close to 15 BTDC. Are you running
“normal” plugs – Champion RN9YC
(#415)? Do NOT run platinum plugs!!
They should be gapped at 0.035.”
Carbs... Go back to the ABD
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John,
Is it permissible to tow (4 wheels
down or on a car dolly) an MGB (standard
transmission - no overdrive) without any
alterations to the car. Like disconnecting

the drive shaft?
I realize I would need to install a
battery cutoff switch so I could release the
steering wheel lock.
Gary Perrault
Gary!
It is always advisable to disconnect the driveshaft when towing an
MG for any distance over 25 miles. The
problem is that the gearbox does not
receive proper lubrication when just
the mainshaft turns. To prevent damage to the gearbox bearings, it’s necessary to disconnect the driveshaft.
You can NEVER tow an MGB with
wire wheels backwards – the wheels
will come off!
You can tow the MGB on all four,
but you’ll want to disconnect the battery. Simply pulling the negative cable
is all that’s necessary!
We just sent an MGA away today
for a 10-hour tow home. It was up in
the front on a U-Haul tow dolly and
the driveshaft was disconnected.
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased
to answer your technical query by phone.
The technical call hour is 1-2 p.m. EST,
Monday through Friday, at (616) 6820800 or you can e-mail him at johntwist@
universitymotorsltd.com.

The pristine 1969 MGC of Jim Schulte, Harleysville, Pa.
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB Registrar
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Marcham Rhoade
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906
kensca@cox.net

Midget Registrar

Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith
1806 Hazard St.
Houston, TX 77019
phillip.smith@bcm.tmc.edu

Our Valued Supporters

D Zimmerman
811 S. DePeyster St., Kent, OH 44240
(330) 678-9394
mg-rootes@sbcglobal.net

Original Owner Registrar

1974½ MGB Registrar
Steve Harding
1913D Darby Rd.
Havertown, PA 19083
(610) 446-2073
mgbgt1@hotmail.com

MGB V8 Registrar

Dan Masters
P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar

Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Scott Williams
501 N.E. Emmett St.
Topeka, KS 66616
(785) 234-8101
mg1100@oldertech.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
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The Marque of Friendship
1929-1936
North American MMM Register

Box 727 • St. Helena, CA 94574
707 / 963-2313

1935-1955 Pre-War • T-Series • Y Type
The New England MG ‘T’ Register
PO Box 1957 • Cary, NC 27512
704 / 544-1253

1956-1962 MGA • ZA • ZB
The North American MGA Register

7522 S.E. 152nd, Portland, OR 97236
namgar_registrar@msn.com

1963-1980 MGB • Midget • 1100/1300
The North American MGB Register
PO Box 69 • Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
800 / NAMGBR-1

1968-1969 MGC
American MGC Register

2809 Copter Rd. • Pensacola, FL 32514
850 / 478-3171
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Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good standing — please,
no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and
membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in
writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Pete Cosmides, Advertising Coordinator
(see inside front cover.) Ads will be run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains
the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of
each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1974½ MGB – White, new carpet,

Our Valued Supporters

Minilite wheels, good driver. $4,500.
ejdavis2@peoplepc.com Can view car at
club web site:www.mgcars.org.uk/wdmgcc.com. Click gallery-Elvin Davis.

1973 MGB – Excellent condition; 62K

miles; asking $5,500; St Michaels, MD;
(410) 745-6664 • gcrollefson@msn.com
MD

1980 MGB – Brown/Brown w/white

piping. Celica wheels; gold LE stripes;
great shape and runs well; asking
$4500; St Louis, MO (314) 426-1600 or
m,gdoc@sbcglobal.net MO

1952 MGTD Mk II – Excellent condition,

1974½ MGB – White; 3rd in class at

2004 UM Summer Party; good driver;
asking $4,500; (248) 960-2296 E-mail:
ejdavis2@peoplepc.com MI

After 28 years of supplying MGB parts

for MGBs, Doug Jackson is retiring and
closing shop at British Automotive. He’s
got a large inventory that he is liquidating. For details (415) 472-1493 or
doug@mgbmga.com CA

WANTED

1969 MGB – wants 69 MGB convertible

with wire wheels – prefers red with overdrive. Car should be in excellent or better
condition. Vancouver, BC. Pete McDougall at konyntjes@uniserve.com

1974 MGB – BRG; minor rust but runs

1971-1974 MGB – looking for a very good

well; interior in excellent condition. My
husband loved this car and drove it everywhere. Since his passing I continue to
drive it and take care of it, but it belongs
to someone who will give it the TLC is
needs. Asking $5,000 (845) 985-7665 or
jandl222@yahoo.com NY

1955 MGTF – professionally restored with
over $92,000 in receipts – a ground-up
restoration with no expense spared.
(559) 431-6159 CA
lamps on the fenders and a Lucas
license/tail lamp. Pictures by e-mail
request. $4,000 (209) 948-8767 or
sjnnock@aol.com CA

1980 MGB – White/Grey; Totally

restored; OD, black cloth top, new
windshield, new luggage rack, minilites;
asking $8,500; (508) 995-4644 E-mail:
roger@cantorealty.com MA

1973 Midget – Red/Black; rebuilt engine,

transmission, front-end; factory hardtop;
Gulf Breeze, FL; asking $6,000; (850)
932-9868 FL
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once owned and restored by Bob Mason;
show winner and great interstate cruiser;
asking $15,000; (850) 932-9868 FL

9 years and 20K miles since full restoration. $19,500; Charlotte, NC (704) 5733231 or danandjo@juno.com NC

Unique 1960 Teardrop Trailer with Lucas
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1974½ MGB/GT – Tundra Green; OD;
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condition MGB convertible; preferences
include BRG, O/D. Indianapolis, IN;
Hugh Sutherland at hsutherland@indy.
rr.com

PARTS SOUGHT

Decent pair of MkI GT fenders, uppers
most important, lowers rust OK. Port
Perry, ON; Andy Hertzberg at andy_
hertzberg@porchlight.ca

SERVICES OFFERED

MG Service and Restoration!

Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University Motors for high quality service or
repairs. We can attend to your entire MG
or just a single component. Our MGB
Complete Lubrication costs $475. Our
brilliantly clean and polished MGB HS
carbs are $575; MGB HIF carbs are $655.
We can attend to your soft top, your
chrome, your engine, or your brakes.
I bought my first MG in 1968, and
I’ve been working on MGs since! John
Twist (#0-101), University Motors Ltd,
6490 Fulton Street East, Ada, MI 49301;
PH: 616 682 0800 or www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com
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Where 2 ‘B

June 11 13th Annual British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA
• (610) 847-5988 • termglr@epix.net • www.keystonemg.com

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or email mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2006

June 11 The British are Coming Car Show, Great River, NY
• www.mgcars.org/mgcclic/
June 11 Michiana British Car Day, New Carlisle, IN • www.michianabrits.com
June 18-21 British V8 Meet, Townsend, TN (near Gatlinburg) • www.britishv8.org
June 22-26 - MG 2006, Gatlinburg, TN. • www.MG 2006.com
July 9

May 5-7 Bluegrass British Bash, Lexington, KY • (859) 497-7705
• sbmsofky@yahoo.com

British Invade Gettysburg, Gettysburg, PA
• (717) 979-9242 • Ralph_eriksen@yahoo.com

July 9

British Car Day, Cincinnati, OH • (859) 384-1345 • dlb55ah@cs.com

May 6

Britfest 2006, Succasunna, NJ • (201) 796-8648 • c.tregidgo@att.net

July 14-16 - British Car Days, Prince Edward Island • (902) 964-3294 • rtbentle@isn.net

May 7

British Classic Car Meet, Richmond, VA • (804) 527-2190 • gckinney@aol.com

July 15

MG Polo Match & Car Show, Bucks County, PA
• www.tinicumpolo.org • (908) 996-3321

July 15

British Car Day, Ottawa, ON • frankrizzuti@hotmail.com

July 15

MG/Mini Cup Show, Tinicum, PA • (908) 996-3321 • marfmil@hotmail.com

July 16

Brits on the Beach, Ladysmith, BC • peddie@telus.net

May 12 19th British Car Gathering, Townsend, TN • (865) 977-9410
• mgarl4000@aol.com
May 13 Cecil Kimber Run, Pittstown, NJ (908) 713-6251 • www.mgdrivers.com
May 13 British Motor Car Day, Rome, GA • (770) 643-7142; dryden_b@bellsouth.net
May 13-15 Sportscars at Tannehill, McCalla, AL • (205) 307-9461; laviesf@bellsouth.net

July 23 BCCNEPA British Car Show, Clarks Summit, PA
• (570) 457-6677 • bd1500mg@yahoo.com
July 23 Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com

May 21 British Car Day, Columbus, OH • (740) 363-2203; britsatmetro@aol.com

Aug 5

May 26-28 - Champagne British Car Show, Champaign, IL
• (309) 662-3020 • aburckle@mac.com

Aug 19-20 Grand Lake Tour XIV Endurance Rally
• Rick Verhey (rick.verhey@sbcglobal.net)
or Rick Ingram (mowog1@aol.com) or (217) 469-2007

May 27 Brits are Back Show, Ft. Washington, PA • (610) 825-2617 • klassiccar@aol.com
June 2-3 British Bash, Louisville, KY • (502) 499-2253 • www.britishbash.com
June 2-4 25th Anniversary MG Vintage Racers Celebration, Tulsa, OK
• (817) 431-8559 • YATESS@peoplepc.com

British Car Day, Dayton, OH • (937) 293-2819 • mgbskip@aol.com

Aug 20 Vanderbilt Concours, Centerport, NY • www.mgcars.org/mgcclic/
Sep 16-17 - Colorado English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, CO
• (303) 985-2763; www.coloradoconclave.com
Sep 22-24 - British Charity Run, Cambridge, ON • www.cbccr.org

June 4

Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ • (908) 713-6251 • www.mgdrivers.com

June 4

British Car Day, Buckeystown, MD • (301) 831-5300 • tokarj@erols.com

Sep 30

June 4

Ft Meigs British Car Show, Perrysburg, OH
• (419) 878-2041 • tenntony@worldnet.att.net

Oct 6-8 British Car Festival, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net

June 9

Summer Tour 2006, Donnelly, ID • (208) 342-6255 • tr6driver@msn.com

Oct 13-14 - British Car Show, Nashville, TN • www.nashvillebritishcarclub.com

Sep 22-24 - Southeast British Car Festival, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com
27th Annual MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD
• (410) 817-6862 • RGL2MGBGT@aol.com

Oct 14-15 - British Reliability Run, Massillon, OH • (313) 259-4460 • www.abrr.com

June 9-11 Open Roads British Car Show, Lake Tahoe, NV
• (408) 541-9608 • jtrifari@comcast.net

Oct 21

British Car Show, Houston, TX • (281) 346-2417 • www.houstonmgcarclub.

June 10 – Heartland MG Show, Kansas City, MO • www.heartlandmg.com
June 10 Brits on the Bay Show, Virginia Beach, VA
• (757) 721-673 • randbrac@yahoo.com
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Not a car show . . . just a group of MG
enthusiasts taking a drive in July 2005.
Tis the season!

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P.O. BOX 69
EATON RAPIDS, MI 48827

